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College Decoded 
Three years ago we had much to say 
without the words to say much at all. 
Our pasts were tied loosely 
to our wrists while we sat 
glancing at one another, waiting for someone 
or something to come and untie the knots. 
Soon devoured by the rivers of opportunity 
and the monJ,,ents born from them 
we became dissident to all idle things. 
We asked nothing of the world 
but t9 dip us in passion 
in fluxed and unfiltered ways: 
to decode us as it would a heartbeat. 
From the shouts of Leavey to the 
clacking plates in Benson 
and the nightly crawl on Bellomy Street 
there is a song we've learned to sing, 
melodic as the patter of a Bronco's hoofbeats 
even as it runs away from you. 
Now, as, we suddenly stare down our futures, 
we ponder. Our yesterdays have this way of making themselves 
brighter when they dance in the today. How good was it? 
If it's tomorrow we fear, let's dive in as quickly 
as We came together, then inched apart: 
like the contraction and release in your lungs 
the moment you ta~ted the sweetest breath you ever took. 
-Jake Lans ' 16 

"' 
SOB CORN GO 
A LETTER FROM THE ASG 
PRESIDENT & VICE PRESI DENT 
For those of you that like to decode puzzles, you'll find the 
above phrase anagramizes into a familiar phrase we love to say 
(hint: it rhymes with Shmo Shmoncos). 
One of our favorite Jesuit values is discernment, understanding 
what is important for you. Practicing discernment forms your 
code, or your judgement deter111ining what is worth your time. 
As you page through another fantastic volume of the Redwood, 
we hope you will take some time to reflect on the code you have 
built over the last two decades of your life. We have learned 
lessons, made friends and found a home, all three that wilJ last 
long after we leave this university, alJ part of our code. 
While there are many great codes in the world: JavaScript, 
Pirate's, DaVinci's; we hope you will carry the huge successes, 
the overcome challenges, and the Go Broncos memories with 
you into your future around the country. Don't forget too, you 
are forever part of Santa Clara's code. Our school is forever 
changed for the better because each of you were here. 
Thank you for a fantastic four years here at Santa Clara, 
As always, 
Go Broncos, 
Aaron Poor and Madeline Owen 
J" • . 

II Danie/ Webber 
Pcr~istence an<l skill combine ,vi th pools or sweat as Bronco athletes compete fiercely in their 
given sports. Being a collegiate athlete teaches each individual the meaning of teamwork and hard 
work on a deeper level than they've encountered before. The)' spend their lime on our campu~ 
folly dedicated to their game, whe ther that's in the pool, on the field or at the range. 
8 
• Daniel Webber 
ln a qu;ck pass lo bis 1eammate, 
Grnhi,m McClone ' I 7 keeps the 




DESPITE TH E EASE AND 
FLUIDITY OF THE GAME TO 
VIEWERS, THE MENS' WATER 
POLO TEAM PUT I N MAJOR 
EFFORT BEHIND THE SCENES. 
For a sport where you can onlr see the players from the waist 
up in l'he seeming softness of waler, waler polo garners a 
su rprising amount of ferocity. 
"Water polo is a violent sport . Broken noses, dislocated 
shoulders, broken fingers. concussions, scratches that rip 
open skin. all of which a re very commo11 injuries in the sport 
of water polo. It's all legal too. Anything that a refe ree cannot 
see under t he water is fa ir game.'' goalkeeper Joe Maestri ' 16 
said. "A player is designated to fight or inj ure the opposing 
team mem bers. Water polo is very strategic a nd vicious." 
Players must develop a conglomeration of aggressive 
competi t ion under the wal'er and underlying grace above 
the water i n order to get the ball across the pool and into the 
opponen t's net - all without touching the pool's floor. 
"Nowadays, 1 spend most of my t ime in the water. So, treading 
water comes more natural lo m e than walking or running," 
Maestr i said. 
It is a combination of treading water and lifting themselves 
h igh enough to go through a pla)', while a lso having a mental 
flexibi lity to mind the clock and ca ll out the p lays required a 
great amou nt of focus. 
That level of endurance does not come easy. 
"You' re swimming the whole time - you can't touch th e bottom 
of the pool," goalkeeper Emil Huebner ' l 8 said. 
With so much Lo physically and mentally manage, it's a wonder 
the players man aged to stay afloat. Inju ries and physicality 
aside, the team makes it seem effortless. 
DESIGNER & COPYWRITER: Emma Chen 
• Catherine Node/ 
Seniors buddied up for .a 
p icture d ttring their Learn 
d in ner off campus. 
• Paige Mueller 
Owen Asa lone ' 19 winds 
up for a big pass d u r ing 1he 
game against [lrown. 
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-. Santa Clar 
639 
• Don Jedlovec 
,h.ryan Ciook '16 gives-
it all, racjng in the 
Bronco I nvit~ti()nal. 
• Don Jed/ovec 
Evan Misura~a 19.~n<;l 
John O'Hag_iu1 'I~ run 
in a pack al the San 
Francisco Lnv il,1(.lonal. 
IT'S ALL IN 
YOUR HEAD 
FOR THE TEAM, RUNNING IS 
MORE MENTAL THAN PHYSICAL. 
Aside from running over 50 miles a week, cross country runners 
have to keep a level head while training and competing. One 
role of the captains is to keep everyone thinking positively to 
make sure they are running their best. 
"Mentally you have to be all there, guys can easily lose their 
minds, not really, but in a sense can get down on themselves 
. " 
Berriatua '17 said. 
"Mostly I just tell myself to stay tough, you know it's kind 
of scary going into a race because it's going hurt really bad;' 
Mary Kriege '16 said. "You know you haven't done your best if 
it didn't hurt really bad:' 
Keeping everyone with high spirits and not getting down 
among the team is an important part to running their best. 
This year the men's team has ten freshmen, allowing for them 
to train together and get faster together. 
"We are all really good friends. It's a motivating factor, and 
we have talked about goals of what we could become, and one 
thing people say is 'freshmen class ready to make history:" 
' ' 
This potential that the freshmen have is the motivating factor 
for Captain Joey Berriatua to red shirt the following season. 
'Tm just getting ready for two years from now when I can 
run with those guys who will be juniors. As long as they keep 
running in a pack and staying together they are going to be 
really fast and we are going to be turning heads for sure," 
Beniatua said. 
The incoming freshmen became not only teammates, but also 
good friends. Keeping level heads, the teams achieved their 
goals, and the freshmen class is ready to make history. 
DESIGNER: Lin Thuro COPYWRITER: Daniel Webber 
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• Don Jedlovec 
Goalkepper, Kendall Mclnlosh ' t6 makes 
a dean save. 
• Don Jedlovec 
Defender, Matt Escobar ' 16 heade rs t he 
ball away rrom opp()s ing team, Wisconsin. 
MEN S SOCCER 
STRIKES BACK: 
#GOALS 
THE MEN'S SOCCER TEAM 
B ROUGHT THE HEAT TO KEEP 
I MPROV I NG THEIR GAME. 
"Discipline" and "balance" a re two words that describe 
what the men's soccer team is all about. 
"It takes a l0 1 of hard work and dedicat ion to go to early 
morning conditioning and put in all necessary efforts 
to make the game as fluid as possible," said teammates 
Kendall McIntosh '16 and Jonathan Jarrett ' 19. 
Keeping the discipline was especially important for 
Jarrell who sustained a. calf injury in the last month of 
the season. 
"Beating Cal was the best moment so far because we 
were ranked that week and they were al ready ranked, so 
il was really good beating a ranked team and moving up;' 
Jarrell said. "Th is game is worth it and I will work my 
way back because J love soccer." 
His dedication to the sport re,~onates with each Learn male 
as they strive to improve individually and in turn improve 
the team. 
"I have grown in my willingness to take on additional 
responsibilites and we have grown in our ability to 
execute these responsibilities," McIntosh said. 
As the team went into the wee Men's Soccer 
Championship, sen iors had their last game on home turf. 
ll was a great final game for the five senio rs. 
"I am honored to have been a part of it for four )'Cars:• 
McIntosh said. 
DESIGNER: Emma Chen 
• Don Jed/ovec 
As is tradition, the e ntire team 
smi les for the camera in front 
of the mission. 
COPYWRITER: Paige Mueller 
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KICKING IT 
WOMEN , S SOCCER REAC H ES 
UNPRECEDENTED HEI GHTS 
One way a schooJ can qu ickly gain national acclaim is through 
ib spor ts pi:ograms. With the Women's Soccer team having 
staked a efaim in the 16 team NCAA playoffs, the team has 
rebounded from last year's heartbreaking exclusion from the 
tournament and brought a level of prominence and expectation 
that usually accompan ies an athletic powerhouse. 
The success of the U.S. Women\ National Soccer Team, who 
won the 2015- World Cup, bronght pride to SCU especially 
since alumna Julie Johnston 'J4 played an immense role in 
their success, 
"One of the reaso11s the women's learn l1as been, and continues 
to be, a prominent program is the great coaching staff 1.hat is 
here. The environment that is present here is both challenging 
and supportive," M idfielder JuJie Vass' 17 said. 
"We have an incredible team culture that is reinforced and lived 
out by- an incredible, dedicated coaching staff and passionate, 
committed players," Defender Katherine Uhl '18 said. We have 
core values that we strive to Jive up to each time we $tep onto 
the field and reptesent OLtr university." 
While every win was significant toward their overall success, 
there was one in _particular thal stood out for players and 
supportive spectators al ike: a win against renowned Stanford. 
"I can speak Oll behalf of the en lire program when l say that the 
defining moment of the season was the ,vin against Stanford on 
Welcome Weekend," goalkeeper Andi Tostanosk '16 said. "As 
a senior, I have ~layed Stanford five rimes, and before this year 
we had not heaten Stanford in nine years. It was in thar winning 
moment that our team realized our true potential." 
DESIGNER & COPYWRITER: Lin Thura 
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• Dani~/ Webber 
.Andi Tostanoski 'I() kk)<s 
the ball back into play after 
saying a goal during the g.ame 
again~t USD. 
• Daniel Webber 
Mariana Galvan '18 
takes a shot on the 
goal against BYU. 
• Daniel Webber 
Megan Crosson • 16 takes a 
corner kick against 8 YU. 
15 
• Ke/on Rotpuj 
Mary Shepherd 'I 7 goes in 
for a jump serve at home 
against the University of 
San Francisco. 
16 [ATHLETICS] 
• Keton Ratpuj 
The team rejoices after 
a scoring a point against 
their opponents. 
• Ketan Rotpuj 
Off the cour t, the 
team enjoys dinner 
and s'mores at Kirsten 
Mead's ' 18 house. 
• Keton Rolpu; 
Kirsten Mead ' 18 and Jensen 
Cunningham ' 18 jump up lo 
block a shot. 
SERVING WITH 
SUPERSTITIONS 
SPORTS TEAMS ATTRIBUTE THEIR VICTORIES 
TO HA RD WORK AND CONS I STENT PRACTICE, 
BUT SOME PLAYERS FEEL THAT THERE IS 
MORE TO IT THAN THAT. 
Last year the Women's Volleyball team was able to beat Brigham 
Young University and Un iversity of San Diego, two of the highest 
ranked teams in the nat ion, which served as a source of pride. 
"lt was awesome beating them on our home court," Danielle 
Rottman' 16 said. 
With matches against th ese big riva ls approaching, the team 
stepped up their efforts to beat them again. Extensive practices, 
which were held four days a week and changed everyday, 
prepared them to take on these foes. 
"Practices focus on whatever the coaches feel we need to work on 
from the previous game which helps us to continually improve:' 
Lacey Maas 'J 6 said. 
Both Rottman and Maas have been playing volleybal l for near ly 
a decade but still feel that certain superstitions the)' have could 
have an effect on the game at hand. 
"1 have to put on my ankle braces and shoes in a certain order;' 
said Maas. 
Maas also tries to look at the score as liule as possible, and if she 
does happen to glance at i t, sh e needs to look at ii three times. 
One of the more important su perstitions occurs in the locker 
room right before a match starts . After the traditional pep talk 
given by the coaches, players bring out a bluetootl1 speaker and 
begin to blast music in a ritual that embodies how close the 
members of the team have come over the years. 
"We have a wide range of music, anything from seventies to 
today's h its, Justin Bieber has definitely been a popular one and 
Beyonce's a big one, 'Love on Top' has been like a team anthem," 
Rottman said. 
For the players, it is invigorating to be able to build up Lheir 
energy, whether they are singing along or dancing to the beat. 
"When we're blaring old school music or hip hop or rap music 
from when I was in sixth grade, l get all pumped up and that's 
how T want to feel before a game," Maas said. 
DESIGNER & COPYWRITER: Robert Schulte 
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• Paige Mueller 
Scan Leeper 'IS executes 
a perfect wrist tlick to 
get the disc ~way from 
his Reno opponent. 
• Paige M ue/ler 
In a lighter moment 
during practice. Andrea 
Filler ' I 8 holds out the 
disc as Jan Grandi ' 17 
goes in for the high kick. 
• Paige Mueller 
To hone the ir skills. Chonsa 
Schmift ' 18 and Amanda 
Khoo ' 16 scrimmage on 
Bellomy field. 
A PIECE OF THE PIE 
Observing the demeanor of the Ultimate Frisbee teams, you would never know the amount of 
intensity that goes into the game. The more the sport has become a college phenomenon, the 
more dedicated the players have become. 
"In terms of the general sport, I think that it's gained a lot of recognition over the past fow )1ears. 
Now it's more than just a bunch of people throwing a disc around, and people get that it's a real, 
competitive sport," Leigh Pond ' 17 said. 
This isn't lo Sa)' that it's a sport solely for the highly ski lled. Part of the appeal is its pick-up-
ability, meaning that a person can go into it knowing nothing and foster t heir skills with the help 
of the more senior team members. 
"Athletically, I t hink, it's just a willingness to try. My first year playing at SCU I was terrible. I 
didn't make the A team - I wasn't even close. Just the tact that 1 was going out and just trying to 
• Paige M ue/ler 
With a leap and a reach, 
Michael Henry' 17 snags the 
disc dllfing a warm up before 
playing against Reno. ...____-..I I 
AS ULTlMATE FRISBEE GAINS POPULARI T Y, SANTA CLARA PLAYERS 
DEMONSTRATE THAT IT'S NO PI ECE OF CAKE - BUT IT'S STILL PRETTY SWEET. 
get good at it, I got hooked, and tbe athlet icism started to make sense,'' 
Sean Donovan '16 said. 
"It's a big learning cu rve;' Pond said, "You get what you put i nto it. 
You'll have some people who go in and aren't afraid to get aggressive, 
but you' ll have others who are more lacksadaisy and will drop a d isc 
and just go 'That's okay, 1'11 pick it up next time." 
With such a range of commit ment levels, Ultimate served as a large 
draw for college students strapped down wi th schoolwork but wan ting 
a release to get out that extra energy. Of cou rse, for t he higher- level 
players this meant getting t he ir head in the game lo the fullest extent. 
''I've been in several situations where I almost get in a fight with people 
on the field . People arc yelling at each other, and then afterwards the 
game's over, an d you're all friends again. That's just how it works. You 
bring the intensity to the game, but afterward everyone's just trying to 
have fu n," Keegan Campbell '16 said. 
In this way the Ultimate Frisbee team generated a delicate balauce of 
intensity and camaraderie. 
Campbell d rove home his point, turning to Don ovan on his crutches 
and asking, "Will you give me a piggyback ride?" 
DESIGNER & COPYWRITER: Emma Chen 
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• Neil Brorsen 
Mar k Sikand 'l 9, Aidan 
Lee '19, Mike Lau ' 19 
and Ryan O'Connor '19 
run for the football. 
MORE THAN 
A TEAM 
STUDENTS SHOW LEADERSHIP 
ON THE INTRAMURAL FIELD. 
On a windy Sunda)' night "Marky Mark and the Funk)' Bunch" 
l1ead over to 13ellom)' Field for thei r game against another 
intramural team, "State". The team captain of the Funk)' 
Bunch, Guy Malcolm '19 played varsity football in high 
school and started the intramural team to find people in his 
dorm with an interest in footba ll. 
As team captain, it is Malcolm's responsibility to '\tttend to 
every one's needs and Lo use their skills to win the game," he 
said. "But real ly, I just make sure that everyone is having a 
good time." 
On Monday nights, the "Flying Broncos" meet for a 
badminton match along with their team captain Kctan Rajpu l, 
an international graduate student from Mumbai, India. 
"Badminton is a tough sport to play. It is the fastest racquet 
sport, and you need to have quick reJlexes:· Rajpul said. "It has 
taught me to focus on any task and to work hard on getting it 
done. Jt's the same as thinking and acting on ways to solve a 
problem we have in our lives." 
To Raj put, badminton brings together people from his culture 
as well as people from many other walks of life. 
"Badminton is a well known sport in my country, and India 
has produced some top ranking badminton players. For some 
it is also a way to meet and interact with new people and have 
a fun sport to play,'' Rajput said. 
lntramurals are a fantastic form of organized sport where 
students who would typically shy away from intensive and 
time consuming sports can play in their free time and can still 
build the friendships that form on man)' other teams. 
DESIGNER: Bernice Wang COPYWRITER: Neil Brorsen 




BEHIND THE LACROSSE TEAM S' 
CHILL EXTERIOR LIES A FIERC E 
COM PETITIVE SPI RIT. 
Over the years, the lacrosse program has undergone quite 
the transformation. Both the women's and men's teams 
received new coaches within the past couple of seasons. 
Despite the change in leadership, both teams have embraced 
the ramped up competition and techniques that came with 
the new team. 
"It's amazing to see the transformation of the program, 
because we really weren't anything until last year. We're a 
pretty loose group of guys, so before the games it's nice that 
everyone's not uptight. We're playing for something; we're 
playing to win;' Nick Goss '17, men's lacrosse vice president, 
said. 
That go-hard attitude was a theme in both teams, proving 
that club sports teams have just as much dedication as the 
big leagues. 
"It's not like we're on scholarship to play lacrosse, we're not 
a Dl team. We're in lacrosse because we're passionate about 
the sport, we like being a part of a team;' Abby Lewis '16, 
women's co-captain, said. 
The passion she mentions is evident in every game. With 
each interaction between the players, you can see their 
methods of open communication, enthusiasm and support 
for one another, win or lose. 
"We have to play not only for ourselves, but for each other, 
because one of the big things about our team is we play 
Bronco lacrosse. We want everyone to be involved. We 
always say we have a deep bench - we don't just rely on one 
player to make all the plays, score all the goals, make all the 
saves;' Alexa Robinson '16, co-captain, said. 
In spite of what could have been a rough transition between 
coaches, both the men's and women's teams managed to 
maintain a balance between traditions and new techniques. 
In the end, each team's adaptability and drive to take their 
game to the next level allowed for them to really embody the 
Go Broncos spirit. 
DESIGNER & COPYWRITER: Emma Chen 
• Alexis Tong 
The men's team 
celebrates Halloween 




MUSIC HELPS THE MEN'S 
BASKETBALL TEAM. 
The men's locker room is the place to be before 
and after a game. Before a game the boys get 
pumped and prepare for Lhe upcoming game. 
After the game tbe boys play music to celebrate 
their win or cheer up after a loss. 
When asked what he does lo get excited before 
a game Nathaniel Kratch ' 17 said, "listening to 
music with my teammates in the locker room." 
The game takes the players around the country. 
Sometimes the players get to return to their 
hometowns and play against the schools they 
grew up with. 
"Going home to Portland, just to see family 
and friends, was fu n. It happened to be on 
my birthday too so that was pretty coot:• 
Werner Nistler ' 16 said. "We won so that made 
it a good trip." 
Another favorite memory for the players was 
their game against the University of Arizona. 
"The Arizona game was big for us because no one 
really expected us to be that close. We pushed 
into overtime and probably should have won that 
game, but it was on national TV so it showed a 
lot of people what we can do," Matt Hubbard 'J 8 
said. 
COPYWRITER & DESIGNER: Ali Romley 
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• Ke/on Rajput 
KJ Feagin ' 19 races thro ugh 
the opposing team's defense in 
order to get to the basket. 
• Ke tan Rajput 
Evan Wardlow ' l 8 shoots 
and scores against Lipscomb 
University. 
-
• Ke/an RaJpul 
Jared Brownridgt! ' 17 
maneuvers around 
the Denver defense. 
• Ke tan Rajput 
Kai Healy ·1s drives the 
ball to the hoop againSL 
their opponents. 
• Ketan Rajpu 
Brendyn Taylor' 17 ~akes 
a rump ,hot in the, ga~e • 
against L\J'scomb Uni'vers,ty. 
f MENS BASKETBALL] 25 
PUTTING IN 
THE HOURS 
LONG HOURS ON THE COURT 
HELP TH E PLAYERS IN MORE 
THAN JUST BASKETBALL. 
The silence of the Leavey Center is broken by the squeaking 
of shoes and its polished, gleaming floors can barely be seen 
when the Women's Basketball team dominate the court and 
their opponents. Their record this season did not come easy, 
it came with a price of long and numerous practices. 
"My life revolves around basketball," forward Marie Bertholdt 
'I 7 said. 
Bertholdt and the rest of the basketball team practice four to 
five hours a day, six times a week. These hours spent preparing 
for games do not include the extended amount of traveling 
the team does for away games, which can span nearly a week. 
of the team highly value the lessons they have learned and 
cherish the time spent together. 
"Though it may seem we as athletes have a lot on our 
shoulders, there is nothing we can't endure with the help and 
motivation of the team:• Devin Hudson ' I 6 said. 
With 13 members on the team, in addition to coaches and 
trainers, players have the benefit of a family on campus. 
"This helps you in all areas of life because you know you have 
a support system no matter what," Bertholdt said. 
Not only does being in a group that meets as often as the 
basketball team benefit the players in their current endeavors 
but it has been preparing them for life beyond the court. 
"Playing basketball has taught me how to be someone who 
willingly serves others with the intent of inspiring each 
individual to be the best they can:' Hudson, who is pursuing 
a degree in educational leadership, said. 
"Basketball is definitely preparing me for something tougher 
in the future;' Morgan McGwire '18 said. 
Time management is a requirement for being on an athletic 
team, one that is learned overtime and is immensely valuable 
for the future. Total dedication to accomplishing a common 
goal helps when working in a group of people. 
"Being dedicated and_ putting in effort has gotten me far 
and I will continue to use this in my life moving forward," 
said Berthold!. 
DESIGNER & COPYWRITER: Robert Schulte 
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• Doniel Webber 
f,..vfa Martin ' 18 avoids lhe 
bi'v~k itom a LM U d~ender. 
• Doniel Webber 
Taylor Berry 'IS 
charge~ the key, 
about to take a shot 
on the basket. 
• Doniel Webber 
Morgan McGwire '18 
takes a jump shot ro 
avoid a LM U player. 
• Courtesy of 
Don Jedlovec 
The team poses in 
fron t of l.eavey. 
• Courtesy of 
Todd Ackerman 
The men's gold 
team enjoys dinner 
in Cabo. 
• Courtesy of Todd Ackerman 
A beautiful afternoon on the green 
at Wood Ranch. 
• Courtesy of Todd Ackerman 
Tyler Kertson ' 17 looks down range 
after teeing of a l Cabo. 
28 [ATHLETICS] 
• Courtesy of Todd Ackerman 
Derck Ackerm.i.n ' 19 lee, off a1 thl' 
St ,\Ian•~ lnv1t11t1onal. 
\ 
STR IVING FOR 
GREEN JACKETS 
MEN'S GOLF MAKES SWINGS 
TOWARD T H E FUTURE 
Big changes were in store for the golf program starting this 
year. Renee Baumgartner was appointed the new Athletic 
Director. Baumgartner's has a deep background in sports, 
specifically golf. 
«r see great potential with the players that are coming in and 
the growth of the athletics in the school ill general, I think 
that one of major key changes would be the help of the new 
athletic director, she has a lot of experience in golf, herself 
a national champion in golf, while coaching and playing. I 
really think she is going to have a positive impact on the golf 
program;' Carlos Briones ' 16 said. 
Because campus lacks a golf course, the players have to take a 
significant amount of time to practice off campus. 
"My latest class is at 1 I :30am and then we have to be at the 
van al noon every day and then we get back to campus at eight 
every night. so I don't think people realize that because most 
teams \\ re o n campu~. but we have to travel so much, it makes 
it hard, bul It makes it very structured," said Evan McLeod 
'17. 
"Dur ing the season I get into this mood where I am never 
messing around, always working hard. J feel like that is a good 
s kill I have developed, I remember during my freshman year 
when we had the first week of off season and I didn't know 
what to do myself:' said Tyler Kertson ' 17. 
With the season already done, the team has made significant 
progress, but still wants to move up higher in national ranking. 
"Its better to play teams with belier fields and if you do really 
well in tough competition compared to decent completion 
you are going to shoot up the ranking. We are hoping LO be 
at the top fifty percent, right now are ninety out of three 
hundred, but you got to be top seventy to make the post-
season and J think moving up those twenty spots is something 
very achievable;' Kertson said. 
The golf team has a bright future ahead of them, especially 
DESIGNER: Bernice Wong 
• Courtesy of Todd Ackerman 
Derek A.:kerman ' 19 congratulates 
another player after a tournament 
in Caho. 
COPYWRITER: Doniel Webber 
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1111 Ke ton Rojput 
Mara Dominguez' l 9 passes 
the ball to the utilitv. 
1111 Keton Rojpur 
l Below] l'rancesca 
Puccinell i 'I 7 tries to make 
a split second decision 
between holding the ball 
or passing through. 
1111 Ketan Rajput 
Cutting through enemy lines, 
Blair A kerland '17 t ri es to pass 
the ball LO her teammate. 
31 
BLOWING 
US AWAY WITH 
THEIR SKILLS 
THE W OM EN'S G OL F TEAM 
SW INGS FOR T H E SKIES 
Starting off the spring season in Simi Valley facing over 
twenty mile per hour winds, the Women's golf team is no 
stranger to crazy weather conditions. Golf is a game that is 
very weather dependent. If the wind blows at just the wrong 
time, a perfectly set up shot can go astray. Rain is also difficult 
to play in because it skews the direction that the ball will 
travel. Since golf is primarily a mental game and an individual 
sport, it is important to keep a calm head and have a positive 
attitude despite the weather. 
"I think I play the best when I'm relaxed and having a good 
time. That's something that I can control: how I react to 
something I can't control. Our coach is very heavily about 
being able to control what you can, and then dealing with 
what you can't control;' said Annie Freman '16. 
A collegiate golf team offers more than just a higher level of 
play; it brings together people of different personalities who 
offer support and bond over their mutual love and frustrations 
of golf. 
Kyleigh Moreno '18 smiled as she remarked, "We always go 
to tournaments, and l look at them and think ' I am so blessed 
to be put on a team with this group of girls' It feels like I fit 
in so well." 
Knowing that your teammates are going through the same 
course is comforting, especially when you start to feel 
frustrated and get inside your head. 
"We try to make a big deal about if we see each other on the 
course to wave and say 'hi'. If you see if someone's playing well, 
it's a motivating factor;' said Monique Riley '16. 
DESIGNER: Ali Romley 
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• Courtesy of Donald Jedlovec 
T he team poses 1ogether while waiting 
to take their individual portraits. 
• Courtesy of Donald Jedlovec 
Meghan Shain 'I 6 takes a chip shot 
during practice. 
• Courtesy of Donald Jedlovec 
Annie Freeman 'I 7 aggressively 
drives the ball down the green 
during practice. 
• Courtesy of Donald Jedlavec 
Isabella Salant '18 putts her ball 
towards the hole. 
• Courtesy of Donald Jedlovec 
Kristin Le ' 18 looks down the range 
at her shot. 






EARLY MORNING PRACTICES 
CAN'T KEEP THESE GUYS FROM 
DOING WHAT THEY LOVE. 
Early mornings and long practices might deter some people 
from playing tennis but they didn't s top the men's tennis team 
here. Practices started as early as 6:30am, but the players still 
showed up to play the sport they loved. 
"Waking up early [is the worst part]. Now 1110s1 of the days 
during the week we have 7:00am fitness. Last quarter we had 
6:00am fitness sol had to wake up at 5:30am. So it depends, it 
varies but usually it's early," Ashot Khacharyan ' I 6 said. Being 
able to see his teammates and play the sport he loved made up 
for the early mornings, however. 
The creativity and competitiveness of t.he sport boosted their 
motivation for Lbe early mornings. 
'Tm really competitive and it plays into my competit ive nature 
and it's just a really creative sport. You can create whatever 
shot you want and it's really fun. It's a tactful sport," Robert 
Seby '19 said. 
This creativity especially came out when they played. Playing 
singles or doubles is not a choice. 
"I prefer doubles when l'm tired because you don't have to 
move as much. But if .I had to choose one l'd play singles. It all 
depend on you and it's more personal of a game than doubles," 
Kl1acharyan said. 
After playing such a menial game the boys needed a break in 
order to regain their strength and motivation. 
"Tennis is a sport that demands a lot of mental and physical 
strength and endurance. So it is great to have fun with your 
teammates, because it also helps physically and mentally 
recharge your batteries;' Sebastian Mathieu '18 said. 
No matter what motivated them or helped them recover \lfter 
playing such a mental game, the team was always there for 
each other and supported each other through both the earl)' 
mornings and the loses. 
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• Doniel Webber 
Ryan Seby ' 19 prepares 
to return the ball. 
• Doniel Webber 
feffrey Liang ' I 9 and 
Kamran Khan ' 19 take 
a break after playing a 
match. 
• Doniel Webber 
As bot Khacharyan 'I 6 
serves the ball. 
• Doniel Webber 
Men's tennis poses for 
a 1eam photo. 
• Doniel Webber 
Kam ran Khan ' l 9 
prepare, fo r hi~ 
opponent 10 serve the 
ba ll. 
• Doniel Webber 
Jeffrey Liang ' 19 
serves lhe ball. 
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• Keton Rajpuf 
Daniella Silva ',\Z. composes 
herself to return a forehand 
against the opponent. 
Ill Ketan Rojput 
Delphine Rouvillois ' 16 sets up 
for a serve against opposing 
team. Cal Poly. 
• Keton Rojput 
Delphine Rouvillois 'I 6 
delivers a strong backhand to 
help win a doubles match. 
li"_ 
RETURN TO THE SWING OF THINGS 
EXPERIENCED MEMBERS OF THE WOMEN ' S TENNIS TEAM HELP NEW ONES ADJUST. 
Classes during the day, studying in the evening and spending time with 
friends is what a ll students at Santa Clara have to manage, but there is a 
select few who add one more activity to the mix: athletes. The members 
of the Women's Tennis team are able to handle all these aspects of their 
lives and remain committed to performing their best at matches. 
Giannina Ong ' I 7 had taken a break from plqing tennis when she 
began playing again and felt that she wanted to stan again. 
"I am glad that I am able 10 play for the team now because l realized 
how much I miss playing tennis," Ong said. 
With practice nearly everyday for over two hours, Ong's schedule, 
which consists of double majoring in Classics and English, being 
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an editor for the Santa C lara Review and a part of the Retail Studies 
Student Association .Board, has become even more tight. 
"Although my schedule is quite fu ll, I don't m ind giving an hour or two 
to something I bel ieve in," Ong said. 
Lucki ly, Ong has received helpful advice from women who have 
experience managing being on team with other aspects of their lives. 
"l pride myself on being very o rganized and l,avc developed the abil ity 
Lo multi -task," Chel by Cooke ' 16 said. 
Prioritizing has been her key to organizing her time. Some players 
even enjoy the constraint tennis puts on their schedule. 
- •-- l . -~ 
"When we are off from tennis, it is even harder for me to stay on track 
wi th everything;' Nabila Farah Franco 'I 7 said, having mastered 
efficiency in her studies and practice. 
Players are still able LO save time for thei r own hobbies and interests. 
"J really enjoy music, and I love dancing;' Farah Franco said . 
Cooke has been able to express her creativity through her passion for 
clothes and style. 
''They're a really enjoyable outlet for me to express my creative and 
artistic side," Cooke said. 
• Ketbn Rdjpuf 
'.\"abila Farah '17 has ,:,·cs on 
the ball as she t,,kes ~ shot. 
Ong ha~ been grateful for the opportunity 10 play for the tennis team 
no matter what and hopes to make a difference in the Santa C lara 
community. 
"Every day T wa lk on t"he court reminding myselr how lucky I am to be 
able to do something I love to do, and I am so grateful that SCU makes 
that possible for me," Ong said. 
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A GAME OF 
SCRUMS AND 
TURF BURNS 
CLUB RUGBY TEAMS 
STRIVE FOR NCAA STATUS. 
Don't let the name club fool you, Rugby is taken just as 
seriously as other sports on campus. 13ot'1 the men's and 
women's team strive to bring their "A" game to the field and 
take home as many wins as possible. The men's team even has 
a development team for newer players. 
"1 am on B-Sid.e and the A-side always plays first and that's the 
game that counts and the 8-side will come in. It's basically for 
development and to get those new to the game anJ who are 
still learning the game," Peter Koros ' 19 said. 
This season the women's anJ men's teams were off to a good 
start with high chances that both would play in playoffs. 
"Last year we were five a!ld three which was fairly good . but 
then they split the division in half. Instead of playing seven 
or eight teams one or two limes, we play two teams twice and 
lhe)' are right at our level or just a little better than us. We 
really have to work fo r our games," Erika Sweet 'Ill said. 
"We arc doing well this year, currently 19th in the nation, we 
are going down to play CalP~ily and they are seventh right 
now, so ir we were to beal them we are going to get a large 
bump;· Riley White '16 said. 
Contrary to belief, rugby is not a new sport at Santa Clara. ln 
19 l6, Santa Clara went undefeated ( 10-0) and outscored their 
opponents 310-13. That same year Stanford went undefeated 
too, which led to the "big game." Historically, this is one of the 
reasons Stanford is our big rival. 
"Santa Clara, Stanford and Cal were the cl<1ss of college rugby 
teams for a long time in the US and in the 1924 Olympic 
games, the US won gold for rugby and three or four players on 
the Learn were Saim, Clara stLldents;· White said. 
Looking towards the future the teams strive to become a 
NCAA sport, instead of club. 
"That is where we want to get to, even in our competition we 
play against other club teams, but we also play a handful that 
are varsity status, so that is "·here rugby is at nationally, we Lr)' 
and act as a vars ity sport as much as we can. We practice four 
days a week and down the road we wiU be able to gain NCAA 
status," said White. 
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• Doniel Webber 
Members of the women's team scrum over 
a ball lo restart the play. Scrumming is the 
most common war to restart a play. 
• Doniel Webber 
Erika Sweet l 8 tackles a UNR player. Unlike 
football, rngby is more about strategy than 
jusr slamming into each other. 
• • -- 11 
II Doniel Webber 
Alex Pinon • J 7 kicks 
the ball to restart 
the play. Rugby is a 
large comburnlion of 
football and soccer. 
bul more rnmplicated 
in its scoring system. 
II Daniel Webber 
Mallhcw Filzgerald 
' 17 attempts to juke 
an c>pponent. The men 
took the W that game, 
hop111g lo up their 
rank into I he top 20. 
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MAKING WAVES 
HARD WORK AND FUN T RADITIONS 
CO M BINE TO MAKE A SEASON . 
While many students have participated in their chosen sport 
years before they decide on a college, a lot of crew members 
are just testing out the waters when they join the team. 
"Rowing is unique since a lot of people start here, we have a 
novice class which is a race specifically for first-years, and we 
really support that novice boat;' Christopher Doyle '16 said. 
"It's very possible to walk onto the team and make it to the 
varsity boat by the end of the year. It's really self-motivating," 
Coxswain Maddie Angevine '18 said. 
"That feeling of being first in a race and the adrenaline that 
came with it is something that stayed with me. It's the moment 
of clarity where I realized this is why I'm doing this sport 
and this is what it really feels like to win;' Coxswain Drew 
Del Toro ' l 7 said. 
"Ten months of hard work is put into eight minutes, and the 
moment you cross the finish line, it's like this overwhelming 
feeling of accomplishment, yet also bittersweet because it's 
over. Then you look around and see your teammates who have 
put in just the same amount of work as you and that's really 
motivating and fulfilling for me;' Captain Molly Walker '16 
said. 
Aside from attending intense practices to prepare for their 
season, the teams also have their own fun traditions that add 
interesting interactions between the men and women's teams. 
There are boat blessings, tank trading and the women's Black 
Velvet event. All of which has culminated in a tight-knit group 
of rowers. 
"Trading tanks is a way to meet the people who you've raced 
against , either you beat, or who beat you. You go up as a boat 
to the other team and find the person who sits in the same 
seat as you and you get to chat and share your experiences;' 
Del Toro said. 
"Black Velvet is a kickoff to our season and signifies the ice 
breaking from the winter. During the beginning events, it's a 
really cool way to reflect on all the work we\·e done in the fall 
and winter and just prepare for the spring;' Walker said. 
One tradition that has brought the two teams together was the 
Stanford Oar. 
"One team is in possession of the oar, and there were certain 
rules and restrictions on where the oar can be stored, like it 
couldn't be hidden or out of sight and it cannot be behind 
locked doors. It's like an extended game of capture the flag;' 
Del Toro said. 
In the most recent play of the Stanford Oar, the women's 
team managed to haul off with it, and to this day the current 
whereabouts of the Oar is unknown. 
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• Neil Brorsen 
Father Engh is handeJ 
1hc caemonial oar~ lfr 
ifhatcher Bouck ' 18. 
• Neil Brorsen 
The men and women's crew 
team eose with Father Engh 
during lhe boat ble.-;sing. 
• Neil Brorsen 
\\'omen's crew post 





• Neil Brorsen 
slide/ c Cortopassi ' 16 
• 111 to_ home t>lat __ e.-.. 
Pitche~:ei/ Brorsen , __ 
1 ax Kuhns ' 17 
throws a strike. 
II Neil Brorsen 
Grant l'Vl.eylao ' l8 
bats firsUor S·anta 
Clara. He prepares· 
himself for the pitch. 
PITCHING IN 
THE COMMUNITY 
TH E BASEBALL TEAM REACHES 
OUT TO GIVE A HELPING HAND . 
Balancing academics and sports can be hard, but the 
baseball team manages to do just that. Between practice 
and road trips, to be a student athlete takes a lot of 
commitment, sacrifice and time management. 
"As a student athlete, the biggest challenge is balancing 
school with your sport. You want to get good grades but 
you also want to perform well on the field. The more time 
you put into practicing for baseball, the better results you 
usually get. And the same for school. Being that baseball 
takes up so much of your day, it is similar to working a job;' 
Jason Seever '17 said. 
In addition to balancing academics and sports, the team 
is also a very active group in the Santa Clara community. 
"We have served dinner to those that are less fortunate, 
helped kids get active at recess at the elementary school 
down the street. As a team, we do a lot of team dinners 
as well as spending all day together whether it is at 
the field, on campus or just at our apartments just 
hanging out around each other. We're always together," 
Braden Frankfort '18 said. 
"In the past we visited patients at the Stanford hospital and 
raised money for cancer awareness;' Seever said. 
Many of the players have been playing and following 
America's favorite pastime their entire lives. Baseball 
provides a unique bonding experience through camaraderie. 
"I like how you get to play in front of other people-your 
parents, friends and fans. Making your family proud is 
another satisfying part of the game. I heard women like 
baseball players too so that's always a good thing;' Seever 
said. 
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NOTHING'S SOFT ABOUT SOFTBALL. 
The softball team is practically inseparable, whether they are in practice 
or off the fie ld. Since entering college can be an unnerving experience, 
having an immediate group of friends can really just get the ball rolling 
for first-years. Many new team members often become fast friends even 
before they step onto campus as an official student. 
"We do a lot of things together, we spend a lot of time together, we 
definitely have a strong team dynamic," Amanda Delfino '17 said. 
"We were in contact with new students the whole t ime over the summer, 
so it's really neat seeing new members find their n iche not only in t he 
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team dynamic, but also on the fiel d their role is defined almost instantly 
when tl1ey start," Micaela Vierra '18 said . 
Having a really connected team not only helps the new players feel 
welcome, it bolsters their teamwork, helping the gir ls achieve a great win 
against ldaho State. 
"We were down 7-1 and in the end of the game we made a really big 
comeback and ended up win11ing 13-7, it was fun, everyone did their 
part, and it really showed thal we can come back from things like that." 
Delfino said. 
• Neil Bror.sen 
Gianel:ta France '17 and 
G~enamarie B,milla ' I 7 
wait for tlie pitch, 
Ill Neil Brorsen 
Chiara Biagini . I~ 
<:atche~ a strikt: 
against Nevada. 
"Before games, each of us has our own litt le th ing that we like to do. For 
example, mine is to wTile inspirational things on my arm in German. [t 
is a refocusing tool that I use," Jordan Dawkins '19 said. 
Teamwork like this can also give rise to interesting tactics. Left handed 
batters (slappers) usually have an advantage on the field since they can 
get a running start, so by combining their efforts, the gi rls can even out 
the field. 
"It's great to just take down their advantage al being a slapper and do 
anything we can to get them out so the other team loses their advantage;• 
Morgan Modesto '19 said. 
• Neil Brorsen 
Micaela Vierra '18 
concentrates on 
throwing a killer pitch . 
"Last year we had a great culture, and this year it was great lo see that the 
culture is being cultivated further:' Vierra said. 
Near the end of the year, the seniors get to run practice for a day and 
plan a fun activity for the rest of the team. 
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• Claire McBride 
Broncos have no trouble find ing an outlet for thei r interests, pass ion and creat ivity. Using 
contrihu1ed studenl time, nine Char tered Student Organizations and a multitude of Registered 
Student Organizations are made poss ible. These organizations help keep the campus busy, day or 






EXPLORING AND EXPANDING THE 
COMMUNITY OF KSCU 
KSCV, "The Underground Sound;' is not so underground and 
hidden. KSCU provides an open, welcoming environment where 
music enthusiasts can express themselves and share their music 
with others. Aside from music, students can also host their own 
talk shows, podcasts and comedic sketches. 
"1 really like listening lo the talk shows and hearing what students 
have to say. It makes me appreciate radio more as a means of 
communication," Promotions DirC'ctor Imani Thompson '18 said. 
In particular, a talk show comedian named Jimmy Flynn has found 
his niche at KSCV. 
"My favorite show right now is Jimmy Flynn who is a sophomore 
comedian. His show is called 'Amateur Hour' and is every Thursday 
night. He's hilarious:' General Manager Ben Paulson '17 said. 
It is really the staff and the community at KSCU that makes it so 
warm ,rnd engaging to be a part of. 
"l love the community that we have created within the organization. 
I think I hat most people on campus feel like if they wanted to gel 
involved, they could." Paulson said. 
"I li.ke that Santa Cla(a has a litt le community around music;' 
Music Director Chloe Holland '16 said. 
During KSCU's weekly meetings, volunteer DJs and staff members 
drop by the office, listen to music and hang ont. 
"I really like the fact that KSCU made a poLnt to show that ,1 lot 
of stuff is geared towards people who don't have any experience. 
You don't have to be someone who knows every single band and 
every single song of those specific bands. It is open to everyone;' 
Thompson said. 
Radio is becoming a dying medium. Online streaming services, 
such as Amazon Prirnt' Music, Spotify and Apple Music have arisen 
out of the slow decline of AM/FM radio. With those streaming 
services, one can listen to an)' song at the click of a button. 
"In this digital day and age, radio is starting to be forgotten. Radio, 
in the form of broadcasting such as TV <)r news, it is imporlant 
for us, students, to have an outlet and lo ge1 onr voices heard:' 
Thompson said, "I Our radio isl not just broadcasted to SCU. Our 
broadcast spans as far north as Fremont and as far south as Gilroy." 
The scope of KSCU's audience makes the radio station a staple in 
not only SCU's community but the greater Bay Area as well. 
"l feel like a lot of t imes il's confusing who the aud ience is. You' re 
just in a box over there with a microphone. You don't really know 
who's listening. fKSCUI really broadcasts to the greater San Jose 
area;' Holland said. 
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D 
• Keton Ratpi, 
Radio Jocke;y A!Jranda Din, 
Fields '15 aheo1pts to play• 
clarinet wh~n ~b,e's not busy 




• Keton Rotpuj 
Cheerfu 1 Christina Collins ' LS 
plays a song from the 90 's hard 
rock band 'System of a Down', 
• Keton Rotpuj 
Music Di(ector Ian Smeenk ' 16 
li1ts and breathq radio. 
• Ke ton Rotpuj 
Duo Amanda Dina fields 'l S and 
Christina Collins '15 entertain the 
lis teners with th.eir fun-filled facts 
and trivia aboutihe music. 
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BI N DING 
THE SCHOOL 
TOGETHER 
THE REDWOOD CONNE CTS 
PE OPLE ACROSS THE CAMPUS. 
SCU is well-known for keeping its students busy with 
a wide and diverse range of activities and people. At 
first glance, not all of the activities on campus can 
relate to each other, bu t The Redwood Yearbook finds 
the intricate connections. The yearbook is created from 
different elements of writing, design and photograph)', 
and is also able to puJ I together its content to create a 
cohesive memory. 
"There's a cer tain sen timentality that comes with the 
yearbook and captures that bittersweet feeling at the end 
of every school year;' Vivian Stoneking '17 said. 
This year, designers were given more creative freedom 
in their designs lo make the theme come to life . 
"By having more of a creative role in the position, we 
changed the way designers worked with the staff and 
how they're able to show that;' Design Editor Ciaran 
Freema11 '18 said. 
Through working on The Redwood, the staff .itself 
becomes part of the connecting force that the yearbook 
holds through interacting with people. 
"You meet people from all walks of campus, it exposes 
you to so much and really brings you out of your comfort 
zone," Editor-in-Chief Ashley Nguyen ' 16 said. 
Interviewees, current and and old staff members become 
long-term friends, adding to the sentimentality of the 
yearbook. The students are immortalized in print and at 
the same t ime they forge bonds that will last for years. 
"To me it's about the people you meet and the people you 
work with. By forming bonds it feels more rewarding," 
Nguyen said. 
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• Paige Mueller 
After a day of team 
building, the yearbook 
staff celebrates with some 
tasty Chipolle. 
• Ne\l Brorsen 
Ciara ') Freeman '18 
pour$ pver design 
,ideas a,nd concepts. 
• Ketan Rajput 
Louise Li ' 19 masters 





finishes iheir team 
bonding exercise and 
prepar7s for indor 
skydiylng at their teti:eat. 
• RLCA 
LeX)' Childers '18 and Nick 
Mora 'I 7 are all smiles 
outside of the Bronco. 
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• RLCA 
RLCA leaders strike a pose in 
front of the Mission Church. 
• RLCA 
Caleb Zatto ' IS 





UN I T I NG T H E SC H O O L, ONE 
R ES ID ENCE H A LL AT A T I ME 
The Residential Learning Community Association (RI.CA) 
operates under 1he Offkc of Hou~ing aml Residential Life. Like 
APB, RLCA puls 011 campus-wide events to bring Lhe stl1dent 
body together. Each RLCA member brings in unique ideas and 
111corporates them tntn future events. 
The distinction between RLCA and APB ma)' not be ayst.il clear to 
some. According lo the RLCA President, Brandon Sanchez ' 18, the 
goal of RLCA is 10 unite the campus and be more of a governrng 
body by centralizing the RI.Cs. 
"Through programmatic outreach, we want to bring Lhe entire 
campus together and unite the disparate components of campus 
into one,'' Sanchez said. 
Weekly RI CA meetings arc focu~ed yet lively. It is a collaborative 
environment. filled with cre.i tivit)' and excttement at the prospect 
of upcoming events. 
"We enjoy being around each other. We're a group ,if friends that 
just happen 10 work together," Naeem Turner-Bandele ' 18 said. 
These members ;ill exhibit leader~hip qualities that art' necessary 
for this organization to funct ion. 
Behind the ~ccne$, Nick Moras' 17, the operations director, is the 
"bat·kbone" or the team bt'.:au,e he i, in charge or pulling it all 
together and communicating with facilities. 
''Effecli\'e communirntion is really an important part ()r my job, a, 
well a~ following up with people bccau,c a lot of people have busy 
schedules" Mora, said. 
The most rewarding part about hosting a successful .:vent is seeing 
the student body come out and enjoy it. Midnight Breakfast and 
S'mores ;rnd /\!lore were two popular R[CA event~ that had a 
successful turnout. 
"I think thi; student body really like~ Midnight Breakfast. It's a 
good way to de-st res~. enjoy tater IOts and appreciate Santa Clara," 
Sanchez said. 
If there is one thing that Santa Clara ~Ludents do not want to miss 
out on, it is free food. 
"The S'mores and J\lore event was probably one or my favorites 
becam,e we had a crowd of pc(lple in front of Kenna th<' ttntire 
time. lt wasn't until 1hc end of 1he event that we had lo tell people 
'it's over.' If the event is going that well, where you have IC! dismiss 
people, that is a sign of success," Morns said. 
United b)' their goal or making a difference on campu~ and bringing 
together the Residence Halls, RI CA is building a i.:ommunity that 
embodies the entirctr ol SCU 
''We have a direct presence in inlluencing everyday life within 
those buildings," Turner- B,111delc s,1id. 
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' . .. . . , 
• Paige Mue/Jer 
In collaboration with APB a nd RLCA, ASG 
encouraged students lo gel involved and 
let out thei r silly sides in a hamsterball 
obstacle course on Kennedy Lawn. 
• Paige Mueller 
Helping to display some go bronco spirit, Roya 
Seyedein '17 covers Jonathan Angulo's ' J6 face 




ASG EMP H AS I ZES A B RONC O 
I D ENTITY. 
Associated Student Government (ASG) focuses on c reat ing 
events to fit the entire student body, planning oppor tunities 
for s tudents to participate, such as Game Days or "Hamster 
Ball Madness," and getting students excited to get involved. 
Some student favorites include: "When Jt's Not a Great Day 
to Be a Bronco;' tailgates for games, and The Be I-lea rd Desk. 
One thing ASG is emphasizing this year is "creating a Bronco 
identity," Senator Amy Monzon ' 18 said. 
They worked with Athletics to keep building more school 
spirit and Bronco pride to s upport our teams, organizations 
and clubs. 
ASG brings attention to all aspects of SCU and creates a place 
whe re students can generate participation and spir it while 
connecting and understanding var ious groups of people. 
Neil Datar ' 17 wrote an ASG sponsored survey regarding the 
housing units for the upcoming school year. 
"One of the things I really like to do is gauge the extent of 
student opinion and figure out what the students thought 
about this:' Datar said referring to the housing units. 
Being able to create that space for change is what ASG's 
values encourage. 
By getting involved on campus, ASG provides growth for 
the student body and fosters "Community, Building, a11d 
Identity" Monzon said, th rough all aspects of Santa Clara 
student life. 
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• Paige Mueller 
Gett ing the s tudents fi red 
u p, Connor Chm '17 DJs 
for the Red-Out Tailgate 
before the first home 
men's basketball game. 
COPYWRITER: Paige Mueller 
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• Keton Rofpuj 
!Center] Students get a 
chance to meet and cuddle 
their furry friends at the 
petting zoo. 
• Keton Rotpuj 
{Above 1 Elena Radding' IS 
serves hot meal to students 
at the free food truck even.l 
on campus. 
• Ke/on Rotpuj 
APB board members 
pose proudly after 
pulling oo a successful 
free food truck event. 
ALL WORK AND NO PLAY 
MAKES JACK A DULL BRONCO 
ACTIVITIES PROGRAMMING BOARD (AP B) LEADERS 
ORGANIZE FUN-FILLED EVENTS , WHICH HELP 
STUDENTS REJ UVENAT E. 
The Activities Programming Board is student-run and known for putting on 
some of the best events on campus. Some favorites include The Bronco Bus, 
karaoke night, Silent Disco, petting zoo and the Fall and Spring concerts. 
The concerts are the most anticipated events because APB brings in famous 
bands and artists to perform. Students were blown away by Misterwives this Fall. 
"The Fall concert was above and beyond my expectations;• Music Director 
Marisa Pashby'l7 said. 
A PB aims to organize various kinds of events according to student interest. The 
Silent Disco with glowing neon lights was a memorable experience. 
"People poured in from the moment the doors opened and seemed to have 
a great time. I was thrilled to have planned something that resulted in others 
having a great night:' Assistant Music Director Jordan Enos ' I 6 said. 
APB's events are nol limited to campus. The Bronco Bus takes students off 
campus for suprise events such as movie screenings or Earthquakes games. 
"Lt's really nice when we have events off campus because transportation can be 
an issue and the Bronco Bus provides a convenient and a nice way to get out of 
campus," Dasha Yeroshenko '17 said. 
APB members work hard to get such great events and have become one big 
happy fami.ly. 
"APB has helped me grow as an individual, I have 1earned to be more honest 
on how J feel about certain things;• Pashby said. "Now, I realize the importance 
of delievering positive feedback to people and have gained skills contacting 
different companies and so on. I want to go into event planning so joining APB 
is a great stepping stone to my future." 
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• Alexis Tong 
MCC: L>1renor Lauren 
Gard,:ner • I 6 ,p~Jb up 
during an MCC s1aff 
meeung as 1hcv discuss the 
up.:on11ng agenda. 
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• Alexis Tong 
Getting inspired by a 
Lraditional Japanese painting, 
Jon Fortescue '17 sketches out 
his interpretation. 
• Alexis Tong 
Malt Eberhart ' 18 and I rene 
Kim 'l 7 shop for some socks 




THE MCC P R O V ID ES A P LATFORM 
FOR C ULT U R AL EXPR ESSION. 
Located in ShapeU Lounge, the Multicultural Center (MCC) 
fosters a welcoming and inclusive environment for all who 
enter. With a mission statement focused on respect for others 
and the appreciation of differences, every club under the MCC 
is open to students of all backgrounds. Under the MCC, there 
are nine cultural student organizations, as well as a new club 
that was started this )'ear called Chai Talks. 
"Chai Talks is a club that was started to transcend racial 
boundar ies. While each club talks about race-specific issues 
that they all face, I wanted to create a club where ever)'one 
could feel comfortable;' Shareen MaJrn '18, Advocacy 
Program Coordinator, said. "I Lhink that the MCC is trying to 
head in the direction that creates a space for ever)'one to feel 
comfortable being in and encourages people to learn about 
other c ultures and have fun doing it." 
The MCC is also involved in the Unit)' 4 movement, which 
was was created in response to a racially charged post on 
social media app Yik Yak and the sense of discontent felt by 
the students over the campus climate. Unity 4 focuses on 
making change in four categories: academics, student and 
residence life, transparency, and recruitment and orientation. 
It is an ongoing movement that has already made many "small 
victories;' Rhyann Robinson '18, lgwebuike Representative, 
said. 
The Center encourages dialogue amongst others and an 
exchange of different perspectives. Man)' of the multicultural 
clubs form familial bon<ls. out of the compassion others show 
toward them and the sense of solidarity that they feel. Every 
MCC cultural dub has a type of big-little or mentor-mentce 
relationship that resembles Greek sorority or fraternity 
families. 
"Igwe feels like a commuuity that you can go back to. It feels 
like home. [t's your check-in point to see how you're doing. 
You can share )'Ollf experiences witb other people because 
they have had similar experiences;' Robinson said. 
"On college campuses where the student population is 
majority white, it is important for people of color to feel like 
the)' have a place to go to share their experiences as minorities. 
Having a s upport-s)'stern like the MCC is an empowering 
place where everyone is able to feel safe and learn from others 
in an experiential wa)';• Jenn Gonzalez ' 17, Co-Chair for 
M.E.Ch.A. El Frenle said. 
For many of its members, the MCC is viewed as a second home. 
lts members are able to stay in touch with their culture, learn 
through others' experiences and through the community. 





TO LEND A HAND 
SCAAP CONTINUES TO REACH OUT 
TO THE BAY AREA COMMUNITY. 
Based on the Jesuit principle of social justice, the Santa Clara 
Community Action Program (SCCAP) seeks to educate others, 
advocate for social justice causes and serve the community. It 
is broken up into four departments: homelessness, health and 
disabilities, empowerment, and education and mentoring. Each 
department has Program Coordinators who are the head planners of 
their respective programs. With over fifty years of service, SCCAP 
has been heavily involved with different communities around the 
Bay Area in a blend of service, activism and advocacy. 
Students who are involved with SCCAP are always learning about 
themselves, about the causes they feel passionate about, and about 
their surrounding community. 
"I feel like the hugest part of who I am is because of SCCAP. The 
people within the organization have challenged me to always 
learn more, think more, debate more, and listen more; Associate 
Director Avery Unterreiner '16 said. "SCCAP offers its volunteers 
the opportunity to engage with systemic issues on the ground level, 
and then reflect upon how these systems are supported or can be 
dismantled by our advocacy." 
SCCAP also hosts campus-wide events that manage to bring in 
hundreds of students, such Homelessness Week, Immigration Week, 
Rainbow Prom and Drag Show. 
No prior volunteer experience is needed to become involved in 
SCCAP. Every program serves a different subsection of a community, 
and members often go to programs across different departments. 
"I have learned an incredible amount about social justice issues-
locally, globally and within Santa Clara's student body. SCCA P 
has changed my perception of many things from statistics to 
individuals;' Alyssa Crooke '16 said. 
The Santa Clara Community Action Program is more than just a 
volunteer organization. While SCCAP volunteers regularly serve in 
the community, they also seek to examine what the root causes are 
to an issue, educate others, and implement change. 
"Standing up for what you believe in is something that can be 
frightening. But if you step back and think about all of the things 
that you can do in your life, as long as you find a cause, are educated 
on the subject and see it from both sides, what's the worst thing that 
could happen?" Allie Mitchell '16, a volunteer for SCCAP, said. 
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• Courtesy of Suparna Josujo 
Students march in the BLEJIT 
divestment protest. This protest 
came in response to SC U's 
announcement that they would 
continue all current and future 
fossil fuel investments with no 
reduction commitments. 
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CLARA COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM] 
NEWS YOU CAN USE 
THE SANTA CLARA PROVIDES A WEEKLY 
DOSE OF CAMPUS NEWS , OPINIONS , 
EVENTS AND ALL THE USEFUL 
INFORMATION BRONCOS NEED. 
The Santa Clara (TSC) covers hot topics - campus safety reports, events, 
opinions and sports - giving staff the chance to explore their journalism, 
design, photography and leadership skills. Every Sunday, they sit down and 
decide what is going to be on which page, but the actual work of bringing 
the newspaper together happens on Wednesday nights in preparatio.n for 
printing on Thursday mornings. 
The 27 member staff works tirelessly to bring the paper to life. Everyone has 
their part to do. 
"Newspaper is my life. It helps me on personal level:' Editor- in-Chief 
Sophie Mattson ' I 7 said. "Tht> staff always makes me happy and jovial. 
Being around the staff lifts me up." 
The photographers make sure they are right on time to capture notable 
moments as they hone their skills to become better photographers. 
"Every Tuesday afternoon I give out assignments for the following week. We 
also have our mentors, Chuck and Dan, come in and critique our photos 
from the previous week so we can continue to improve:' Photo Editor Eric 
Bonilla ' 17 said. 
The newspaper also runs a website, and utilizes social media to prowote 
their newspaper. 
"We have so much content to offer, not just the front page news. We promote 
ir using word of mouth. Some people don't even know we have a newspaper 
on campus and that shouldn't be the case, this is one area we need to work 
on;' Mattson said. 
But TSC is not all work and no play. The staff knows that they get perks by 
being a part of the newspaper. 
"Sometimes when I am shooting a game, I will be on the field and my friends 
on the stands will be like 'Hey; how did you get down there?' And I always 
respond by saying 'come work for The Santa Clara and you'll be able to get 
these privileges:" Photographer and graduate student. Ketan Rajput said. 
"We get a really good idea of what's going on on campus and off ca1npus; even 
though we are not a part of those clubs or events we still get to experience 
that:' Boni.Ila said. "That's really cool." 
Strong bonds and close friendships are forged through the 
process of creating a 104 year old tradition. It has helped them make lifelong 
memories. 
"Cracking jokes while the team discussed the crime report every week was 
my favorite part; it's hard to forget these times," Anas Hussain '16, freelance 
photographer, said. 
"It's rewarding to see people grow as writers and as editors, especially in 
their confidence with their responsibilities. Students working as a team 
learn a lot from each other:' Mattson said. "ll is the team effort which helps 
bring out the best or everyone." 
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• Ke ton Rotpuj 
!Above] Editor-in-chief Sophie 
Mattson ' 17 s111iles after meeting 
a deadline. 
• Keton Rotpuj 
[Right I Anas Hussain' 16 and 
faculty advisor Chuck Barry provide 
helpfu l tips to photographers. 
• Keton Rotpuj 
{Above} Photo editor Eric Bonilla ' 18 
and faculty ad visors gather al the TSC 
office to review the latest publication. 
• Ashley Nguyen 
[Cen te r] T he TSC editors spend 
quality Lime together aflcr a meeting 
a dead line. 
• Keton Rotpuj 
Staff p hotographers Anas 
Hussain ' 16 and Alysaa Lee ' 18 
discuss the latest issue. 
• Keton Rotpuj 
Eli,e Herrmannsfol<lt ' 16 
drafts ,1 layout of the various 
newspaper sections. 
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• Dan I Webber 
Alexander Drecnslet 'I 8 
and fake Lans ' 16 d iscttss 





THE SANTA CLARA REVIEW: A 
SMALL TEAM DOING BIG THINGS 
Students might not suspect that one ofrhe oldest literary publications 
in the Western U.S. is hidden away in downstairs Benson. 
"The Santa Clara Review is a CSO that is known more off-campus 
than on-campus. It's really cool to go to these big events and have 
people know us, and then go back on ca1npus and have people 
confusf us with the newspaper," Editor-in-Chief Jake Lans '16 said. 
"lt's spmewhat fr ustrating, but it's also kind of cool being a little 
hidden ... We just have ow· own little niche." 
"It is a national literary magazine that takes submissions from all 
over the country. This is a professional quality literary magazine, 
and it's run by undergrads," T.f. Brown ' 16, associate editor, said. 
With such a large task of receiving, editing and compiling writer 
and artist submissions into a professional magazine, one would 
expect a large team behind ft. However, tJie Santa Clara Review is 
comprised of a small but hardworking staff who put in countless 
hourb in order to produce this magazine. They pride themselves on 
having a flawless final copy of the Santa Clara Review. 
"I think m)' editing skills came first,u said Fiction Editor Natalie 
Grazian '16 regarding her s.k.ills as an editor and writer. "It's so 
much easier to be the critique-r than the writer. When I was writing 
mnelf,'I would questl<m if my writing was good enough to publish:' 
"You know what the expectation is as an editor-what i:: publishabie 
materiaJ. You can see the shortcut that writers do and the obvious 
mistakes-. When you're writing a draft, you can't be too judgmental. 
You have to get it on paper and tlten w0rk on re'Visiohst Lans said. 
The Santa Clara Review is always seeking to publish work from new 
students. Lans has made it his legacy to spearhead the creation of 
an Online platform .specifically for Santa Clara students to submit 
their work. 
"The Owl is completely dedicated to taking all of the voices of 
people at Santa Elara and publishing them. Whether it's a fictio11 
piece or a poem that someone wrote while walking down the street 
or an essay, what people b.ave to say here really matters ... We want to 
manifest that in some sort of way,» Brown sajd. 
Lans describes the Review as one of the many "intellectual 
heartbeats" on campus. Literature provides this synthesis of 
creativity and intellect; it is sophisticated, powerfuJ, and expressive. 
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• Julio Towney 
Michael Whalen 'l 7 gazes at 
lhe landscape during sunrise 
in Yosemite Valley. 
EXPLORE CALIFORN IA, $ WILDERNESS WITH INTO THE WILD. 
lnw the \tVild (!TW) invites students who are in1eres1ed in the outdoors 
to join I hem on their weekly t rip, to explore California's wilderness. 
"The cool th ing about Into the \'\'ild i& that everyone is a part of Into 
the Wild," John Strong ' 18 said. 
A common misconception is lhal IT\•V trips arc geared toward more 
experienced outdoor lovers. R~ther, this dub seeks participants of 
all skill levels. There is n(> prior experience needed before att<'nding 
certain trips. 
" lt's just nice Lo gel off campus. Wh,it happens with a 101 of us 1s tha1 
we get tied down in one area. You feel con,Lrained and want to get out 
66 [ACT I VITI ES] 
m0re. It lets )'OU relax and ge1 away from all of t he stress for a fow Jays. 
It makes you more productive when rou're back al home. It's nice lo be 
ofl the grid and nol be connected lo a phone or laptop" \Vright Hudson 
'18 camp leader said. 
Students sometimes foel like they are trapped in lhe "Santa Clora 
bubble." They feel like they are unable lo go out and explore "'hat 
~orthern California has to offer. ITW offers a variet)' of activities and 
a consistency I hat students need when Lhcy are looking for something 
to do. 
A big drnw of going on Into lhe Wild trips is the opportunit)' 10 meet 
and interact with new people. 
"Nobody knew each other beforehand;' regular attendee Eric Bonilla 
' I 7 said. "It was just two days, and after that everyone knew each other. 
Friendships can form quickly when campiDg, even in the span of only 
two days!" 
"You see the best and the worst sides of people when you're outside in 
close proximity with them," Hudson said. 
Arguably, it is the leaders who make the trip great. 
''The group dynamic is amazing. They have around thirty leaders. Some 
of them lead trips, others manage the club as a whole;' said Bonilla. 
The leaders facilitate fun, safe and memorable experiences. As a leader, 
they are required to go on at least one-day hike and one overnight 
trip every qu,uter. ln case of emergencies, t hey are all, at a minimum, 
Wilderness First Aid Certified and able to think qu ickly and remain 
calm Lmder pressure, so the risk of accidents is minimized. 
"The most rewarding thi11g about being a leader is seeing people push 
their boundaries and get out of their comfort zone" Hudson said. 
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V ICE PR ESIDENT CORMAC MCOSK ER ' 18 DESCRIB ES T H E RU F F RIDERS' PLAN TO 
BOOST ST U D ENT TURNO U T TO A LL SANTA CLARA SPORT I N G EV ENTS. 
As the sun set and the air began to cool, the Women's Soccer team 
prepared to take the field for their match with Stanford University. 
Cormac McOsker '18, the vice president of Ruff Riders, beamed with 
joy as he saw one of the largest groups of Santa Clara students file into 
the Ruff Riders section of the bleachers. 
"! felt fulfilled, excited and proud to be a Bronco;' McOsker said. 
It has been the Ruff Riders' objective to raise awareness of all 
sports games whether it be by posting reminders or giving out free 
merchandise. 
"We've been noticing an upward trend [in attendance], but it's not 
ideal;' McOsker said. 
68 [ACTIVITIES] 
Despite only being a sophomore, McOsker has a passionate for what he 
does and channels his enthusiasm into his work with the Ruff Riders. 
"I love Santa Clara and I love people getting excited about Santa Clara;' 
he said. 
It saddens him when he only sees a small number of students support 
the sports program. 
One way the Ruff Riders have been able to boost attendance is by hosting 
Tailgate events before certain games. At these tailgates, McOsker and 
other officials in the Ruff Riders get the crowd energized and excited 
for the coming sporting event with free food and loud music. 
II Ke ton Rotpuj 
The Ruff Riders all robed in 
red, the red brigade, cheer for 






"It's like a get together environment when we're all going to enjoy this 
moment together," McOsker said. 
That fervor generated from the event carries over to the game, but is not 
able to endure the entire game. McOsker sees this spike of attendance 
during these events and wants to be able to host more of these events 
but is unable to due to a lack of funding. 
To rectify this problem, McOsker has developed a five year plan to grow 
Ruff Riders even more, despite it being the largest student organization 
on campus. 
"vVhat we need is more infrastructure and more funding:' he said. 
II Ke ton Rotpuj 
[Left] A Ruff Rider wishes #23, Jared 
Brownridge '17, a happy birthday 
during a men's basketball game. 
• Keton Rotpuj 
(Above) Bucky the Bronco leads 
the cheering crowd. 
II Keton Rotpuj 
(Above-Left) The beloved 
Broncos' mascot 'Bucky' shows 
off his brawns during a women's 
volleyball game. 
II Ke ton Rotpuj 
The high spirited Ruff Riders go 
shoulder-to-shoulder to display 
support for the home team. 
In addition the current executive board of 15 members will be 
dramatically increased to 50 members. 
"There will be a power structure as part of the five year plan with the 
idea of putting more people in power positions, leadership roles wi thin 
Ruff Riders so people can spread more influence;• McOsker said. 
After spending the summer getting people excited for athletic events 
and seeing his hard work pay off at the opening women's soccer game, 
McOsker will continue to work on spreading awareness for his team. 
"It makes me proud to be a Bronco." 
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BRONCOS 
FIND DEPTH 
REFLECTI NG ON HOW CAMPUS MINISTRY 
HAS IMPACTED THEIR LIVES 
Fur every )'Uung adult. cullcgt· is a transformativc lime, a place where 
realizations are made and important d<!d6ions take place, and one'~ 
extracurricular a.:livities can have an immense influence on their 
experience. Campus Ministry is an example ol such a transformativc 
place, where all are welcome to ~hare their beliefs and prnctice their faith. 
"!Campus Minbtr) I alloll'S ~tudent~ space to be respected for whatever 
beliefs they might have and encourages all students lo have dialogue 
about faith and ~piritualiL)':· Prt.'sidcnt of the Ch ristian Life Community 
program, James Harrison ' 16, said. 
Harrison became invol"ecl in faith groups during his senior year of high 
school and chose 10 slrengthen his rcla1ionship with God Juring his 
first year at Santa Clara by becomrng a part of Campus Ministry. Others, 
such as Hospitality Intern Gus Hardy ' 16, have been part of a spiritm1l 
program throughout their entire live~. 
"It was fan1il iar to me, ond helped me find a point of stabili ty;· said Hardy, 
who felt Campus Minislry was .i crucial clement to hi~ college experience. 
Regardless of background. Campu~ Ministr)' has provided tudents a 
place to rnecl other Broncos with similar interests and passio11s. 
"Through Campus l\linistry, T have encountered people l never would 
have otherwi~c whu haw become some of my closest friends,n Sarah 
Anderson ' I 6, a retreat ministry intern said. 
l'hrough the Campus Ministry program, students have fo und close 
friends that have lasted throughout their four years. 
"This is c1 place where )'Otl find fric:nds of real depth and substance, who 
J've been able to build true and lasting friendships with," said Hardy. 
Nol only has Campus Ministry had an influence on the physical 
experience of it~ members, but (lll their spiritual life and personality as 
viell. Ministry leaders pt1l on group activitie~, faith building programs 
and worship services, al l of which serve to help members grow in their 
fait h and grow as people. Activities such as these have helped shape its 
students i nlo better versions of themselves by encouraging self-reflection 
and sharing life t:xperiences. 
" ! have noticed myself change rn my love for others anJ in my 
understanding for others:• Harrison said. 
These programs require dedication and hard work to organi1.e, bul 
student leaders feel that it is \\!Orth shifting around their schedule 10 fit 
in time for Campu5 Ministrr. 
"The knowledge that GoJ is present in my li ie has gi\'en me the stability 
to properly plan, juggle activities. or find a space to JllSt take a minute 
and be with God." said Hardy regarding how he copes with balancing his 
work in Campus Ministry and hb academic: work. 
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• Groce Ogihoro 
Student, enjoy dan.:ing at 
Search Retreat. 
• Ke ton Ro1pu/ 
Cardinal Peter Turkson 
speaks ,,t Mi,s,on Church 
aho\1t the inlerse,tion of 
faith and th~ ennronment. 
• Groce Ogihoro 
Search Rc1rca1 ,s uelfoed by 
small group session~. whert 
parl icipant, arc a,ked to 
~hare their C).;penenccs. 
• Groce Ogihoro 
Jimmy Harrison '16, Ashwin Jyer '16, 
Maleny Quiroz-Hernandez ' 17, Alissa 
Wilson '17, Fabiola Fernandez '16, 
and Kyle Bandaccari ' 16 dress up in 
costume for CLC Dancing. 
[CAMPUS MINISTRY] 
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OF RES- LIFE 
CFs ACT AS MENTORS TO 
HELP R ES IDENTS NAVIGATE THE 
COLLEGE EXPERIENCE . 
Community Facilitators (CFs) provide a lot of support in building a 
residential community within their halls and seek lo create a floor dynamic 
that is friendly and welcoming. The "Open Door Policy" that many CFs 
suggest for themselves and their residents has helped to promote this 
fami lial bond amongst a floor. 
"The tone that you set the first three weeks will determine how the rest 
of the year goes. I think tha t if you're very open in the first few weeks and 
encourage your residents Lo talk to each other and get to know everyone, 
then they'll relax more," Dayna Obenauf ' 17 Cy Phi (Swig) CF said. 
CFs are also responsible for putting on programs for their tloor and 
Residentia l Leaning Community (RLC), from socials to performing arts 
programs to in formational programs about relevan1 issues in the news. 
With any program, food is always one of the top motivating factors, along 
with extra credit . 
"My favorite are always the d iversity ones because that's what I'm all about-
diversity and social justice;' Jenn Gonzalez' I 7 Unity (McLaughlin-Walsh) 
CF said. "I think it's also a way for people to learn a Little bit more about 
things that they wouldn't normally talk or learn about. t like that our RLC 
and other RLCs are really about integrating someone's education:' 
The efforts of CFs should not be overlooked. With extensive program and 
bulletin board planning, cowllless hours of being on duty, weekly meetings, 
and acting as a role model to the community, CFs are saddled with a tough 
job where time management is key. However, the benefits of this job far 
outweigh any negatives. 
"f did n't realize how much I really enjoyed being a resource for people and 
being that person that other people look up to and feel comfortable talking 
to. r didn't think that I would love it so much;' Chris Grove ' 17 Xavier 
(Sanfilippo) CF said . 
Building a community can be difficul t, especially when everyone has 
different personalities and interests. Part of the job of being a Community 
Facilitator is to create this environment where individuals are appreciated 
for their trniqueness and celebrated for their differences. 
"The amount of love that you receive from people is insane. To me, being a 
CF has been the best thing that ['ve done in my college experience and my 
life. It's taught me so much about people, being a leader, and a good human 
being," Gonzalez said. "You always have an impact on someone's life, and 
that's really meaningful to me." 
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• Courtesy of Megan August 
T heda Vinci RLC Community 
Facil itators and Assistant Resident 
Director pose for pictures during 
their formation. 
COPYWRITER: Angelina Poole 





• Claire McBride 
Broncos thrive on hands-on experiences that promote the highest levels of undustanding. 
Memorable professors and unique course topics contribute to student engagement and learning as 




Nicki. N.e11b<"n 'l 9, 
Rarhel Garofoli '19 
an,l t'.had Brnwn 'Iii 
wt•tk on ~ projecl 
ia their Crltical 
Thinking and 
Writing dass. 
• Neil Brorsen 
Alec G9.nzales '19 
practices guilar for 
his music class. He 
SO\tlfully conJem~t<:._~ 
what to play next. 
Lau.ren Betschar1 · 17 
diligently works cn1 ceqmics 
projec1. Her neatness and 
workmall$hip i~ excelleat. 
• Ke tan Rajput 
Economics Professor and 
Co-Director for West Africa 
of Friends ()f Aftica11 Village 
Libraries, Michael Kevane, 
speaks about the importa11ce 
of literacy for development. 
• Keton Rajput 
Swilents participate in 
internship workshop b)' 
111.formarioo Sys1ems 
Conne'Xion in Lucas Hall. 
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• Ke ton Rojpuf 
Students relish beer tasting 
at "The Rusiue~s of l3eer" 
,even.l -organized by Leavey 
School of Business food & 
A,gdbusiness Institute. 
•~7o7~t -
-L .,-;~, Sc 11()<)L 
EA OF 
____ Bus1NESS - -
BUSINESS THROUGH 
THE YEARS 
STUDE NTS EXPLAIN W HAT THEY 
DO DURING EACH YE AR AT TH E 
BU SI N ESS S C HOOL. 
The Leavey School of Business has worked hard for over 90 years, 
preparing )'Ouug men and women to become the future leaders 
and innovators in Silico11 Valley. Today, the dean and professors 
have _structured their respective areas of study t9 help every Leavey 
student find the program that best suits their interests, as well as 
helping them enter the business world. 
Unl.ike some first-year students, who start their time at Santa 
Clara not knowing what they want to major in, Sam Suri ' 19 was 
confident in his choice to decla,re a major in Finance. 
'T chose finance b·ecause l Jove the fields of econo.m.ics and politics, 
along with current events and investing. Finance .seemed to be a 
perfect blend of all four," Suri said. 
Suri b.opes to fulfill Sa,11ta Clads mission for education to benefit 
society, by coupling his finance knowl~dge 19ith a minor in political 
science. 
"I want to be.able t;o positively improve the world ar-ound me with 
my acquired knowledge and skills," Suri said. 
funior year comes w ith many responsibilities, but Jennifer Mick 
' 17. has a grasp on what she wants to do with her Marketing major. 
"I bad a marketing job with lntel this summer and have an offer 
extended tQ me for after g-raduation as well," Mick said. 
In her free t ime, Mick has been proud to work with a non-profit 
organization called Camp ~esem, which helps young chil.dren 
whose parents have been affected by cancer. Mick leacncd many 
management skills and experienced what it's like to run a business. 
"T've never been more prouo to be a· paTt dt' sometfiing ill my life:' 
said Mitk. 
As a senior, Kelli Fujinaga ' 16 gained experience in her field of 
Marketing thanks to the classes she has taken through the Leavey 
School of Business, 
"The required core classes outside of my m.1jor feel like they 
have helped me develop knowledge ~ud skills that will be useful 
to me in the future;" Fuj inaga said. "J also valued every story my 
professors shared about their real-life experiences and how the 
class "llSsignm.ents would apply to us once we began our careers." 
Looking back at her fottr years, Fujinaga wishes she would have 
been more involved and offers advice to :younger students to make 
the most of their time at Santa Clara. 
"T would fake any opportlLnity that cOi;nes your way and force 
yourself to step outside of your comfortzorte in order for youi-self 
to ·grow as a per,on," Fujinaga said. 
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• Ke tan Rajput 
Andrew Godfrey · l 6 and Jack 
Bayless ' t 6 share a toast at 
"The Bu~iness of Beer'' even t. 






• Joanne Lee 
Dodfrey Mungal, the Dean of 
the Engineering College, looks 
al a group's robm. Mungal has 
been the dean of the college for 
eight years. 
• Daniel Webber 
! Far Right! Cole Hunter ' l9 
works in the engineering 
design center, creating his logic 
diagram for his Intro lo Logic 
Design lab. 
• Joanne Lee 
Final project for rhe Lntro to 
Engineering class detects meta l. 
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• Joanne Lee 
!Top] Axel Perez '19. vVill Villamayor 
• 19, and Cesar Tesen ' I 9 present 
their self drawing robot at the 
lntro To Engineering final project 
demonstration. The ir group won first 
place in the competition. 
• Joanne Lee 
[Above I Matt Wong· 19 and Jospeh 
Bodo '19 present their robot to Tr\ and 
graduate student Erin A raj . 
A TECH-SAVVY 
DISCIPLINE 
THE FUTURE CONTINUES TO 
LOOK BRIGHT FROM AN 
ENGINEER'S PERSPECTIVE. 
In the heart of Silicon Valley, an engineering degree is one of 
the best assets anyone could wish to acqLlire. That mllch was 
reaffirmed this year, when U.S. News and World Report ranked 
SCU's Undergraduate School of Engineering as 12th in the nation, 
at institutions specializing in undergraduate and masters degrees. 
How the facu lty for the engineering departmelll incorporates the 
application of electrica I, chem ical, mechanical and other enginceri ng 
principles into real- life working s ituations is evident in the broad 
spectrum of majors, courses and program~ that are available. 
"As a computer science and engi neering major, our coursework 
includes classes in tbe subjects of computer science. mathematics. 
electrical engineering and physics," Andrew Torrance '19 said. 
"The goal of a B.S. in computer engineering is lo teach students 
the theory behind the implementation of computer software and 
hard ware structures and systems, while those students acquire 
problem solving skills that can be applied to their future careers." 
With computer science and software engineeri ng being some of 
the fastest developing fields in a tech-heavy industry, there are no 
shortages of internships with companies such as Apple and Facebook 
as our neighbors. Engineering students have taken advantage of 
such a prime spot for innovation amt development that they have 
chartered some designs themselves. 
"For the last year I have been interning al FileMaker whicl1 is a 
subdivision of Apple and have taken the skills and theories I have 
learned in class and exponentially grown 111)' understanding of those 
principles at Apple," Parker Newton ' 17 said. 
For computer engineers, they must also be experts in computer 
science and math, while possessing a fami liarity with the subjects of 
electric.ii engineering and physics. 
"The courses we take help apply those skills to the development of 
usable systems," Chloe de Guzman '17 said. ''Personally, my career 
goals are to work as a software development engineer, and design 
and develop software applications that run on the desktop, mobile, 
web and server platforms:' 
Engineering school undergraduate and graduate students continue 
to establish their skills inside and outside of the classroom while 
optimistically planning for bright futures in the Silicon Valley. 
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EXPERIENCES BECOME MUCH 
MORE THAN EXPECTATIONS. 
When studying abroad, experiences often begin with a variety 
of expectations. Whether those expectations are about the 
difficulty of the language barr ier, the frequency of traveling, 
or the differences between foreign and American cultures, it 
can be d ifficu lt lo completely eliminate expectations. 
Lindsay Ten es ' I 7 went abroad Fall quarter to Argentina 
through an Insti tu te for the In ternational Education of 
Students prog1·am. 
··r expected it to be hard because of the language barrie r and 
not knowing much Spanish. I freaked ()lit about it, which 
turned out to be true, 1t was hard," Ten es said. 
Tenes had sonie fantast ic unexpected h ighlights. 
"Spring break in October, Southern hemisphere, interesting 
concept! I got to see Patagonia, which was t he first lime I had 
ever seen a glacier," Tenes said. 
Visillng the demilitarized zone while abroad was an exper ience 
that sur prised Nick Young ' I 7. He went abroad to Hong Kong 
through a Syracuse Universil)' program. 
"To see it with your own eyes, feel the air, and see what's going 
on; it's a humbling experience an<l makes you realize what's 
going on in the world;' Young said. 
Allegra Thomas '16 visited a comple lely different part 
of the worl<l during her abroad experience. Instead of 
choosing popular locations in Europe, she chose a School for 
International Training journalism program in Morocc(). She 
tr ied her best to be open-minded going in to it. 
" I expected Morocco to be completely different , unlike 
anyth ing 1 had done before," Thomas said. '"I tried to not have 
many expectations. I didn't do much research before, I didn't 
make many travel plans. I let it all happen, which l think gave 
me a better experien ce." 
Thomas' program <lidn't allow for out of counlry travel, which 
she expected to be bu mmed about because traveling to visit 
ot her friends abroad is often part of the experience. for her, 
"it ended up being so rewarding staying in the counlry a nd 
taking weekend trips to li ttle authentic towns on the coast or 
in the Atlas Mountai ns instead," wh ich she d idn't expect. 
You11g's best advice for experiencing the unexpected abroad, 
''t ry new things, you d()n't know if you like them!" 
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• Courtesy of Rheonna Ganapathy 
-Rh-eanna-('-rltl'l-apa1hy '1-7 hokis.th.e estelada.._ 
fl\lg in .Madrid, Spain. Although stud)•ing 
in Spain, Ganapathy was able to travel to 
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• Ke fan Rajpuf 
Broncos can express their talents through many outlets, celebrate what makes them special, and 
th is year go t 10 witness Super Bowl 50 with a front row seat. Everr year bring; new experiences 
and challenges tha t make ii unique. The drought taught us to reth ink how we use water. Re ligious 
clubs opened the doors for dialougc. Whatever Broncos chose lo take part in, it bui lt their code. 

• Alexis Tong 
NFl plaver, ChunJi Chekwa 
and Ra,had Ro,, i<lke arouml 
belore the Cclebnty Sweat 
cve-nt un c:anipu.,. 
II Alexis Tong 
RJndi Van,t,k ' I(, g ives a ,mill' 
during th..- on campu, fesln itic, 
on Super Bm, I Sun Jar. 
GOLDEN GAME , 
GOLDEN STATE 
SUPER BOWL 50 LEFT ITS MARK 
ON THE CITY, BRINGING THE 
PARTY TO CAMPUS TOO. 
In the normally sleepy city ol Santa Clara. 1-ebruar) brought 
on quite liw \\'ake up call a, the 50th 'iupcr Ro11] game 
descend,•d 01110 Levi's <;tadium, bringing the cckbration tn 
.-am pus. A plethora ,,f ians, cel,·hnl 1e~ and toot hall players 
filkJ the Bar ,1rea in anticipation of the big game. In addition 
lo the many festivities going on in tht· surrounding area, SCL' 
al;o haJ 1t; own lineup. !~vents like a pt'p rally, Ct"lebrity 
Sweat ~crimmagc gamt', Huey Lewis & th,· Ne,,\ C()ncerl and 
more engulfed a ,ectiun ol ,·ampus, ramping up the energy 
amongst th<' slmknt boJy. 
"Everyone wits there lo talk about the 'iupcr Bnll'I or to see 
the players here, so ii was a really cool energy. It '~ a nalinnal 
cycnl, ~o cvcrr<>ne wa~ watd1111g. It really mak6 )'<>u tl11nk. 
'Oh my god, this 1s so important.'" Exchange ~Ludent Anna 
Nunes said. 
Such a huge event o:ertainlr doesn·1 happen <'l't'ryday arounJ 
here. As such, " 'eeks and c1·en 111011ths worth or' planning 
wenl into making sure the campus ran smoothly. 
~This is .i huge deal lilr our campu, and C\aything leading 
up to it. We were working \\'ilh the coumr and with campus 
safcl)', trying to make sure e,·eq•thin~ would go vcq smoothly. 
sin..:e we were cxpe.::ting ,o many people," Marissa Ferry' I 7, 
Student EMT and Super Bowl 50 Celebralitll1 l'()iunlt'Cr said. 
Even with the bustk· of tht• on campus festivities. students 
al~o man,1gcd to havl' thc'ir own individual celdmllions for 
the big game. From RLC-hustnl partic,, to relaxed individual 
viewings, everyone found their own wa) to u:ldiratc. With 
.ill th<' hubbub going on, from anticipa11011 of the Suprr Bowl 
u1Hil the game finished, for some 1l seemed lo go by 111 a blur. 
"It was jllsl a whirlwind <>f el'erything trom grtting my work 
done, bring able w do tht' ,•1·ent~ around here, anJ going l<> 
the Super Bowl. IL all k ind of llcw b)'," Mall (ilazier ' 16 said . 
Thal doesn't mean that the ,·v,nts llidn't leave- thc-ir m,trk. 
"J ga1·c Jireclions lo Parb and Re.:rcation\ lean Ralphi,l [Ben 
Sch\\'art1 I and L1w & Ordn: S\'U'~ :-Iarbka Hargita}, which 
was really c1•ol." Glazier, who 1·olunteered .,~ an usher at I cvi's 
Stadium during the Super Bnwl, said. Other (elebritks like 
Ludacris ,\lid man)' NJ'L pla)'ers even made appearances for 
the big day. 
\\lilh so many upportunities to mak<' la~ting memories, Super 
Bo"'I 50 certainly held up to its golden anniversarv name. 
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• Alexis Tong 
During K-IGWE's Beats 
of Our Past show, Elleni 
Hailu ' 17 shows off some 
traditional clothing during 
the cultural fashion show 
portion of the night. 
CELEBRATION 
SENSATION 
MCC CLUBS EXPLORE CU LTURES 
THROUGH MUSIC, FOOD AND 
ENTERTAINMENT. 
Under the umbrella of the Multicultural Center, there are 
nine different cultural clubs. Every year, many of these clubs 
host events aimed at showcasing their culture through food, 
entertainment and their members' talents. 
After months of practice and hard work, Intandesh has their 
annual culture show in April called Rangeeli Shaam. 
According to Arman Elahi '16, the coordinator for Rangeeli 
aarn, e w 1 
"We had an Alumni night recently. One of the questions that 
I asked was, 'What was your most memorable moment being • 
a part of the club?' They all said the culture show;• Elahi said. 
K-Igwe 1967: Beats of Our Past is a culture show in February 
hosted by Igwebuike that focuses on exploring the history 
of African American music and its development alongside 
history. 
With hours of practice a week, "it's a great way for our club to 
bond and for new members to meet older members;' Zipporah 
Ridley '17, the coordinator for Beats of Our Past, said. 
Culture shows are a great way to teach people about the 
experiences of others. Both lntandesh's Rangeeli Shaam and 
Igwe's Beats of Our Past seek to educate and celebrate their 
cultures and the diversity of others. 
"This show is a way for the club to come together and present 
to the school, friends and family just a small part of where our 
culture comes from;' Ivy Wakaba '16 said. 
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• Alexis Tong 
Chris Nojadera '16, Cory 
Yamagata '19, Hensley Sy ' 16 
and Tyler Kung ' 16 practice 
their routine for the spring 
Barkada PCN show. 
.. .:.:.:::?-..:.:..-!' -_ .... -. 
• Alexis Tong 
Performing spoken word poetry, 
Semani Yehdego '16 lays down 
meaningful lines during her K-IGWE 
Beats of Our Past culture show. 
• Alexis Tong 
Dressed the part, 
Maile Naito' l8, Nicole 
Mattson ' J 6 and Kelli 
Fujinaga '16 show off 
their Hawaiian hula 
dancing during the 





• Alexis Tong 
Cynthia Le ' 17 
performs a Chinese' · 
inspired dance iorJhe .1 
crowd at the .A~~_lfi 
:-Jight Marke:t, - ' 
;~• 
• 
E MATTSON , KELL I FU J I NAG A , ! 1~, r.,~. I,. 
1111 Alexis Tong 
Deja Thomas • I 7 
performs a dance to 
get the crowd pumped 
for the rest of the 
Beats of Our Past's 
performances. 
Y HAO & RILEY O'CONNE~ 1 
CYNTHIA LE 
& KEVIN 0IAN 
RE UP 





EXPLORE THE SPECTRUM OF 
SPIRITUALITY. 
Diversit)" of spirituality is important to have on a college 
campus. The student body is exposed to the beliefs 
of others and able to learn from their similarities and 
differences. Campus .Ministry programs focus on fostering 
an unde[standing between people of varied rel igious 
tradition~. Along with these programs, there are Interfaith 
Dialogues and student religious clubs that add to the 
religious experience for the non-Christian members of the 
Un iversity. 
" I think religious diversity i.s important because it helps 
bridge the gap between varyi.ng religions and dispels 
stereotypes. It also makes interfaith relations a more 
accurate representation of the religions because they would 
be speaking for themselves,~ said Sal ma Magid '17. 
"Diversity is such an importanl asset. If everybody's the 
same, you're nol reall)' learning anything. I feel like it's 
really important to be aware of the different religions," said 
Aida Ibrahim '18. 
The Muslim Student Association is one of the newer student 
religious clubs on campus. Even in its earl)" stages of being 
a club, Magid said, "The community aspect is very friendly 
and welcoming." 
laisha Sadat ' 19 said that she first learned about this 
club after talking to MSA members duri.ng the Difficult 
Dialogues meeting about understanding Tslamophobia. 
When discussing how Muslims are portrayed in the media, 
Sadat said, "There are a lot of misconceptions. for me, they 
are like a research paper that has no citations. They have 
evidence, but that evidence has no citations. How do you 
know if it's right or if it's made up7 " 
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• Courtesy of Lauren Eng 
Members of Young Life enjoy the 
happiest pl.ace on earth. 
• Doniel Webber 
Three )'Ollng women honor 1he lives of 
1hree African American males. 
• Courtesty of Gilly Dosovitsky 
Students enjoy a Shabbat dinner 
hosted by the Jewish St,1dent Union. 
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• Daniel Webber 
A memorial is hel<l in front of 
the Mission in memory of three 
African American males who 
lost the ir live,. 
• Courtesy of Gilly Dosovitsky 
Kaitlin Finch '17 enjoys her bagel she 
tables for the Jewish Stu<lent Uninn. 






GRADUATE STUDENTS WORK TO 
CREATE A PROSPEROUS FUTURE. 
Pursuing a master's degree is not a n easy path but valuable to 
those who choose to take it, Many students decide to COllli.nue 
their education in OTder to build upon what they learned as an 
u11dergraduate student, 
" ! most like tf\at I have the opportuniry to get more in depth 
knowledge about' toplcs that interest me and explore new 
areas in co111puter science that [ have not previously lem:ned 
a~but:' Amanda Holl '16 said. 
Holl graduated with l1er Bachelors of Science in Web Design 
a 1d js cJ rr-ently workiJJg toward~ a completing a master's 
. egre,e in Computer Science and Engirreering. 
rDaryl .Rodrigues '16 is also studying to complete a master;s 
deg'ree in Computer Science ana £ngineering ;ind has 
furthered his experience in the field by taking np job positions 
that put his talent to use. "I b,tve bee.ii working on cwipus fur 
more than a year at the S.chool of Educ_ation and Cbu11seling 
Psychology as Admissions data processQJ·," Rodrigues said. 
The courses for graduate students are tough due lo the fast-
paced nature of the quaxter system and vast amounts of 
material students must absorb in such a -short period of time. 
Graduate students botl1enjoy and dread the challenge. 
·"ft } as bee n a fun and challenging cou,rse.:' Raj Adiya '16 said. 
Santa Clara's graduate _program culminates wit);; a Capstone 
µ~~ject where students display what \,bey learn in an 
i? gvat)ve way. SCU has always fo~tcred (I role of social 
j\1srice in s LUdents' work, and;he graduate students prove that 
triey are ready to make a difference in the real lii.-es of people. 
lot ovly do these projects display technologtcaJ advancqs, 
rHey ca,n also show i ww.Sa.Dta Clara student~ Cjll help b11il<l a 
better world. "I am developing an educatiunal game designed 
to interest girls ages 5 to 8 in computer science~' Roll ·aid. 
Si~ ilarly, Rodrigues wor_¥ed on a program ro help lupus 
patients that has had the support of-se1/eraljµpus foundations 
M,i Northern California. "This project involves a '1bt of 
research focused on understanding requirements to design a 
s friendl y application for hlpus patients," Rodrigues said. 
I h pe to make a .small contJ·ibution.» 
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• Ke ton Rojput 
Graduate s1udents Sichao 
Huang 'I 7 and Chunwen Xiong' 1. 7 
enjoy 1he graduate lunch. 
• Ke ton Rojput 
Gradmlte s1uc!ents perform a dance 
routine at .i culture show organized 
by $wades. 
---·-_,:: .. ·. --
• Ke/on Rojpvl 
The winners of the soccer 
tournament, o rganized by 
Indian graduate student's 
communit1· $wades, take 
pride in t!{eir trophy. 
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THE SHOW 
GOES ON 
• Alexis Tong 
Hipnotik makes an 
impressive appearance. 
LOVE JONES C O NTINUES T O 
UN ITE ALL. 
Over a decade ago, Broncos gathered for the first Love Jones 
inspired by a film with the same name in a little coffee shop 
somewhere on campus. Flash forward to today, a typical Love 
Jones includes everything from live music to Hit The Quan 
contests, all taking phtce on the fully decked-out stage of 
Locatelli. 
To ensure that each show takes place successfully. this means 
no slacking for the planning comntittee al anytime of the year. 
"lt definitely lakes the whole quarter lo plan even though ii 
typically happens around Week 6. Me and my promo team 
meet once a week to do updates on where they are with 
their jobs, getting together decorations, making the posters, 
creating the event 011 Facebook, doing PR, other advertising 
and all that;' Taylor Kee 'I 8, Love Jones event planner, said. 
Despite the lime and effort needed, the hard work always 
pays off when the show comes together. "Alter each performer 
comes off stage 1hey typically go and thank me that they 
had this opportunity to just come on stage and share their 
talent." Kee said. "They might even start crying and it feels 
good to know you did all this and it was )'OU that helped make 
someone else's dream come alive." 
Kendall Chase '18 on the decorations committee echoes this 
sense of satisfaction that comes with the end of every Love 
Jones. "Everyone's just super happy and Hipnotik always ends 
1he show. It's always really high energy and it's just cool to see 
what you put on for everyone," Chase said. 
Lyndon Enow 'I 7 is a performer and a marketer on the 
promotion Learn who ensures thaL the experience is equally 
gratifying on bo1h sides. ''I'm a pretty energized person. I'm 
very vivaciOL1s as some may say. But as a performer, it's really 
nice to hear people thHt are shocked at the fact that I sing just 
because it doesn't really fo ll into my personality because l'm 
just so goofy;' Enow said. 
Love Jones has come a long way since its beginning as an open 
mic poetry slam night. Even though it has evolved into one 
of the most well-known events on campus and has unique 
seasonal themes each time il is put on, ranging from Soul Train 
to Award Shows, it stays true to its roots by always including 
poetry in the show and giving everyone an opporttmity to 
perform. 
"It brings different parts of campus together and it's kind or 
an opportunity for students to showcase talents that other 
students didn't k11ow they had in a way that unifies the school. 
There are kids that are in all different types of clubs. Greek life 
and everything, and they're able to just come together and put 
on the best show they can with talents they have:• Enow said. 
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• Alexis Tong 
Riley McShane '17 performs 
an acoustic set. 
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• Alexis Tong 
Pablo Lopez · l 8 belts 
out his note during 
his ducL 
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. Joying every 
, moment, Claudi· 
Schumann ' J 6 f a 
1 
per onns
1er song for the crowd·. 
li!I A/ . . 
Onye Okolo' exis Tong 
soulful song~ 
17 
h performs a 
h 
or t e audienc 
s owing off h · · e, 1s musical 
IT 'S ALL GOOD IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD 
Bellomy. Alviso. Lafayeuc. Washington. White lettering on green signs 
become symbolic, for these streets are more tha11 j ust that. T hey are 
the p laces where memories arc made laughing, playing Die on ar tfully 
crafted tables, and d ressing up in obscu re outfits with all you r fr iends. 
T hey are the places where every home is loving!}' named and takes on a 
personali ty of its own; Sand Castle, Power House, Skybox, Grove. 
"Being off-campus gives yoL1 a freedom )'OU can't get anywhere dse;' said 
Derek De Sola '16, who lived off- campus all four years. 
WheLher its paying bills or feeding yourself. moving off-campus presents 
new challenges that are not always experienced in residence halls. 
'Tm not good at cooking fo r 111)'Sclf or continuously bU)'ing groceries;' 
Paulina Urbanski ' 17 said. ''But it's been fun 11ot having to deal with 
dorm rules." 
In an effort to more deeply connect off-campus life to the school, the 
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neighborhood ambassadors program was created. Mike Muchemu '16, 
Jordan Enos ' 16 , Areany Tolentino '17 served as this year's ambassadors. 
"As neighborhoo d ambassadors we're tasked w ith coming up with 
programs for off-carnpus students that br ing school resources to our 
neighborhood,'' Muchemu said. "The best part of being an ambassador is 
having tJ1e right information to calm off.campus residents down about 
issues to do with the school. There's a lot of misinformation coming from 
a commun ication gap. Being able to fill t hat gap for the students makes 
me happy:· 
Located on 862 Market Street, the Office for Off-Campus Living has 
hosted cooking classes, police outreach and other programs. The office 
itself is always open to studen ts. 
"Everyone is more than welcome to stop by our office anytime! There's 
free tea and coffee:' Muchemu said . 
' ~- Paige Mueller 
Ton} Caballero '17 enjoys a 
wnrm I-all Ja,· "' the sounds 
of J31 \\loll 
INITIATIVES TO INTEGRATE THE OFF CAMPUS COMMUN ITY COME TO LIFE. 
A widely discussed topic was the introduction of Neighborhood Units. 
Starting lh<' summer of 20 I 6. 20 university-owned houses will be 
reno\·atl'd aud converteJ into extensions or on-campu; residence halls. 
"I think it's prc1ty inevitable for the school to take control of their off-
campus units, especially with the struggle I've seen students go through 
with specific local landlords," Muchcmu said. "I honestly believe 
the school wou ld take .:are of off-campus residents and their living 
condllions way better 1han a for-profit private company." 
"Neighborhood units are the school's ploy at making the neighborhood 
happy at the expen~e of the students. Although they market that 1his 
will be good for maintenance and whatnot, they arc t-aking away from 
students' ability lo live freely like the adults we are," De Sola ,,1i<l. "Abo I 
am uncomfortable with the ~chool controlling rent." 
For Urbanski. who lives in a future neighborhood unit and plans to slay 
there, there is good and bad. 
.. u ·., __ ...... ~-;- - -_- -- ~-
"I'm curious to see how ii gol's because I'm not sure how Lht.> university is 
going lo enforce housing rnles within all of the neighborhood units, but 
I'm <'Xciled lose<' what they do i I they refurbish the insides of the houses," 
Urban,ki said. "My biggc,t hesitation in living in a neighborh<1ud unit 
is that it'll remind me of fre~hman year. l'm going tO fed like I'm ~tuck 
on campus:· 
But for now, off campus life remains an integral part of the Bronco 
l'xpericm:c. 
"JI I could change one thing, it would be the student-neighbor 
relationship," Muchemu said. "I would love it if students were more 
excited about meeting their neighbors ,ind proactivcly workmg towards 
-:reating an engaging conununity.'' 
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• Ke tan Rajput 
Delta Sigma Pi tables for 
Winter Rush. hoping to 
recruit new members. 
• Thomas Nguyen 
A KPsi brothers 
explore a giant green 
cha ir al YMCA Camp 
Jones Gulch. 
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• Courtesy of Thomos Nguyen 
(Middle] Dan iela Lorenz 'l8 reflects 
on her experience pledging and being 
active in A KPsi . 
• Courtesy of Thomas Nguyen 
Emil)' Wu' l9 does an Oreo 
challenge to bond with her brothers 
during Winter Retreat. 
• Alyssa Lee 
Delta Sigma Pi allends 
the Western Regional 
Initiation in Reno. 
FUTURE LEADERS 
D EVE LOPING PERSONAL CONNECTIONS 
IN A PROFESSIONAL WORLD. 
Dressed sharply in p rofessional business att ire or d ressed down in their 
Greek letters, we can often see brothers of the professional business 
fraternities ou t tab ling, fundraising or collaborating on group projects. 
The Psi O mega chap ter of Alpha Kappa Psi (AKPsi) is a co-ed 
professiona l business fraternity that is open to students of all majors. 
Bringing in members from the College of Ar ts and Sciences, the Leavcy 
School of Business and the School of Engineer ing allows for a d iversity 
of perspectives. 
"Because we have so many members from so many fields and majors, 
there is usually at least one person you can contact lo help you find an 
in ternship or job in your fiel d of interest. Most brothers are more t han 
happy to share their experiences with you from going abroad to working 
at cer tain companies to reviewing your resume before subm itting it to a 
job;' said Celia Boone '18, member of the Chi class of Alpha Kappa Psi. 
"For me, AKPsi has definitely changed my Santa C lara exper ience. I've 
grown so much as an individual from it and have been able able t• push 
myself;' Daniela Lorenz '18 
T he Gamma Xi chapter of Delta Sigma Pi (DSP) is a co-ed professional 
business frate rn ity whose members are comprised of students of the 
Leavey School of Business or Economics majors in rhe School of Arts 
and Sciences. 
"The leadersh ip that J gained from DSP is really impor tant because it 
made me see how to run an organization;' Delta Sigma Pi brother T iffany 
Iskander '16 said. "That encouraged me to develop other organizations. 
I'm the president and founder of Santa Clara Consulting. I also 
co- fou nded UNICEF at San ta Cla ra University." 
Both of these business fra ternities emphasize the importance of 
professionalism, self- improvement, career-mindedness and lhe bond of 
b rotherhood . Members learn the importance of presenting oneself in 
a professional man ner through email training, public speaking tasks, 
interviews and resume and Linkedin labs. 
"l th ink that the biggest benefit is time management," said Delta Sigma Pi 
brother Sarah Choi 'l 8. 
Brothers are also privy to business fraternity events or conferences, 
where brothers of AKPsi and DSP can interact with the other chapters 
of professional business fraterni ties to hold case competitions, public 
speaking events, company tours, or networking events. 
"One of the greatest pieces of advice t hat I got was 'the network that you 
build now can be sustained into the future.' The commun ity that you 
have now is so valuable." lskander said. "You learn so much together with 
them." 
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BRONCOS TAK E THE FIRST STEP 
IN ENTERING THEIR FIELDS. 
Classes give knowledge, but internships are where students get 
a chance to apply what they have learned. While working at an 
internship, they learn and experience more than just their job. 
«Sitting in the classroom and learning is obviously not enough, 
so getting outside experience is really good for supplementary 
learning;' Hana Seligman '16 said. 
After years spent in high school, and now college building up a 
solid foundation, students can take the next step when it comes to 
their internships and gain further experiences. Anything from 
work ethic to communication skills can be improved upon in more 
professional settings. 
"All of those features in communication I don't just apply to my 
work, it applies to all parts of my life;' Alex Golden '17 said. 
"I've been able to take my knowledge from my internship to other 
leadership positions;' Suparna Jasuja '16 said. 
By working in teams, students part icipating in internships gain 
different perspectives and experiences working with others, and 
strengthening their leadership. 
In working alongside their team members, students were also able 
to collaborate with more skilled employees in their field. To be able 
to overcome difficulties that arise during work is the mark of a 
well-developed, cooperative and communicative team. 
"It's a very rewarding environment at Apple and all of my co-workers 
are bright and a lways willing to help interns out, very inclusive;' 
Parker Newton 'I 7 said. 
"It's not just one person that changes, you have to change the mindset 
of the whole team;' Golden said. 
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Sustainability • 
Center for t '17 stands 
Betschar h 
Lauren k shower at t e nder the moc s" event to u d or Les 
"60 Secon s showers. 
Ate shorter p romv 
THE TH IRST IS REAL 
ASG'S "60 SECS O R LESS" 
CAMPAIGN TAKES SHAPE . 
In the midst of one of the worst droughts to ever hit 
California, SCU has pledged to do its part ro combat the 
negative consequences of water shortage. Based on the 
water conservation projects and concepts that have been 
implemented in areas ranging from the student dorms and 
campus grounds to the Forge Garden, there is no denying that 
even the tiniest of changes can go a long way towards making 
the necessary changes needed to help alleviate the d rought . 
"This drought is scary and h istoric. ASG is eager to help 
students take responsibility fo r their water usage. Part of our 
Off Campus Housing Orientation includes giving smarter 
shower faucets, sink aerators, and (hopefully) shower timers 
to help off campus students save water and money," Student 
Body President Aaron Poor '16 said. "What l think is eaS)' 
about saving water is so often you save money as well. We are 
continuing our 60 Seconds Less init iative lo get students to 
actively take 60 seconds off of their shower:' 
Not only has it affected on -campus daily activities, it h,1s even 
also affected the daily activities of the Forge Ga1·den. 
"Due to the drought, the focus of our greenhouse activit ies 
and croptnowcr selection has shifted to drought- tolerant 
species and California natives, such as Lupines," Forge Garden 
Manager Kathaine RondthaJer said. "The garden is also on a 
drip irrigation system so that the crops growing outside and 
in the greenhouse are not overwatered." 
As water plays such a major role in many aspects of our lives, 
the amount we use cannot be 1·educed in one drastic swoop. 
The main thing here is to recognize that there are certain 
areas that students lend to unnecessarily overuse water i.n and 
focus on ways to eliminate such wasteful expenditure. 
"With many oft he fountains turned off and technology updated 
to c urrent water usage standards (such as underground 
sprinklers), the grounds crew mainly monitor these fixtures as 
well as leaks, which are the main sources of unnecessary water 
usage:• Ground Maintenance Supervisor Gary Vargas said. 
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. _ II Alexis Tong 
Elizabeth Vantresca '19 
Sarah Smith '18 an<l · · · ' h . l'IS!llllg 
t c,r friend dance the nioht 
away at Rainbow Pr;'m, 
l 
~ ' l _)li v ~, 
II Alexis Tong 
Jason Bassett 'I 7, full)' 
decked out in his finest 
blues, ca tches his breath after 
dancing al Rainbow Prom. 
II Alexis Tong 
During a meeting in the RRC 
office Ryan Quakenbush '17 











J01G A PLACE OF 
MAGIS-TY 
AS SCU ENC OURAGES US TO 
STRIVE FOR BETTER, THE RRC 
HELPS TO SHOW US HOW. 
Tucked away in a modest room in the basement of Benson 
Memorial Center sih the Rainbow Resource Center (RRC), 
For students that use the center, oftentimes it's a place where 
they can fully be themselves - whether that's in gender, 
sexuality, or any otner pan of their identity. 
"When living your life day to day, for example on forms that 
you,re signing, and it asks for your gender and it says male or 
female. You can ask, 'Well, where's me?' But imagine living 
that one experience all day. And then imagine not having this 
space. That was h igh school for me, and that's high school for 
a lot of kids," Glenn Bradley '16. a student coordinator for 
the RRC, said. 
The name itself is an umbrella name of an organization that 
encompasses three primary groups: GASPED, Spectrum, and 
Santa Clara Queer. Primarily, they provide a safe space for all 
those within the LGBTQ+ community and its allies to come 
togethe1· and socialize, gain support and educate others about 
the realities of the LGBTQ+ community. 
Put simply, it's a place where community can happen. 
Gradually, we have seen this community grow and gain more 
visibility. But even in a country that has made strides over 
the years to bring more rights to the LGBTQ+ community, 
there is sti ll a perceived d isparity between values of inclusivity 
and those values of traditional ly rel igious groups, such as 
the Jesuits. However, in the spirit of Santa Clara's traditions 
of educating the whole person and striving for justice and 
excellence in all things, the RRC stands as evidence that the 
two groups are not so diametrically opposed. 
"By educating the whole person, that goes along with all 
the different diversity aspects that should be brought into 
a person's experience," Adrian Chavez '16, the RRC media 
manager, said. "The more d iversity experience )'OU have, 
the more )'OU know where people are coming from and how 
people go about their daily lives, which is invaluable:' 
"Having a center that provides students to be able to work 
here and go out and educate their peers, or raise awareness 
amongst their peers, I thi11k speaks volumes to the educational 
experience in general," Program Director, Danielle Aguilar 
said. 
As the RRC continues to develop and expand, the group 
hopes to gain more vis ibility and become more integrated into 
campus life, both by providing a place of refuge, as well as 
educating the rest of the SCU community as to what they can 
do to make campus a more inclusive and inviting home. 
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Cerise Kjorning Pfannenstill '17, 
Merrie Kaschmitter ' 17 and Cornelia 
Ehrenberg ' l 7 mingle dur ing a 
Thursgay lunch event, 1vhich were 
intrnduced in 2015 to invite more 
people to interact with the RRC in a 
safe and inviting environment. 
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• Courtesy of 
Scot Hanna-Weir 
Nicole Obuobisa 'I 7 leads a 
solo during rehearsal. While 
she sang, Obuobisa also played 
in the string quarter. 
PERFECT 
HARMONY 
CHOIR KEEPS THE MELODY GOING 
Hi tting the r ight melody is essential to producing the right notes 
at the right time for singers, but it's a lot ~asier to do so when 
you are surrounded by other brilliant singers. There are two 
singing ensembles, Concert Choir and Chamber Singers, that 
never fail to bring throngs of sitting people to their feet during 
their concerts. The experience of singing in SCU choirs has 
truly livened the college experiences of the approximately eighty 
students who join Dr. Scott Hanna-Weir's ensembles every year. 
"In my three years at SCU so far, I have been a member of 
both Concert Choir and Chamber Singers. I really enjoy going 
to choir each rehearsal, and Dr. Hanna-Weir's fu nny remarks 
always brighten up my day. The passion he brings is really 
unmatched, and he is a major reason why most of us take part in 
this program," Kristi Hong '1 7 said. 
The two ensembles arc similar in their grouping and approach 
(in regard to singing), but the skill level is what sets them apart 
from each other. Concert Choir is great for people who have 
minimal choral experience or 1vant to try it for the first time. 
Similarly, Chamber is perfect for those who already have a more 
extensive h istory and ability with choral singing. 
"Every piece we do bas some meaning, but my personal favorites 
have been singing the 'Faure Requiem' when l was in Concert 
ChoLr and Pentatonix's 'Run to You' at the last concert in 
Chamber," Valerie Brigl1l ' 17 said. 
Every year, there is typically the "Festival of Lights Co1icert" in 
December to join in on the Christmas festivities and singing 
songs pertaining to it, and there is a concert near the end of the 
Spring quarter that has another overall theme. 
"Last spring, we had a chance to sing and treat the audience to 
a rendjtion of some of the selections of Mozart's Vespers. When 
you're singing pieces like his. you get lost in the moment and it 
really is a special feeling," Arman .Elahi '16 said. 
As the group continues to expand they continue to find new 
members of the community who lose themselves in the notes of 
the music. 
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Nathan Metzger' 17 and 
Wesley Longsworth 'l 7 look 
at their sheet music as they 
rehearse with the c.hoi r. 
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• Neil Brorsen 
Artwork by Susa1rna Raj • I 6 
Hedy Lamarr series, 20 I 5 
Wood panel, feathers, b lack 
sand and acrylic paint 
• Neil Brorsen 
Artwork by Shelley Valdez ' 18 
Nandilo Ako, 20[5 
Metal, wood, painted plaster 
and flowers 
YOU DON'T 
NEED TO KNOW 
ART TO DO ART 
ART CLUB ALLOWS BRONCOS TO 
FLEX THEIR CREATIVE SIDES. 
On Tuesday nights, the sculpture room is filled with excited 
voices as members of Art Club share their creations during art 
slam and discuss new projects. The creative and innovative 
atmosphere in the club provided a change of pace for students, 
letting their ideas run wild. 
"Art slam is more of a sharing atmosphere. Whether it be in 
class or something you made outside of class, we just immerse 
ourselves in art;' Professor Ryan Carrington said. "It's about 
sharing your art and also about the greater knowledge of art 
within contemporary society." 
"I want to help some people have an opportunity with 
something they didn't have before, I want to provide students 
wi th a new experience:• Hannah Bake r ' 16 said. 
The highlight for the club so far has been the installation for 
the San Jose Children's Discovery Museum. Since students 
don't have to be an art major to join art club, its members 
come from all walks, and these unique perspectives led to the 
creation of a wonderful exhibit piece from recycled materials. 
"They gave us materials like plastic chocolate trays, string 
and plastic bottles and just said to play with them and make 
whatever you want;' Nicole Nguyen '19 said. "Someone made 
these golden rings, others made a snowflake pattern and 
everyone brought their ideas to the table;' 
After the Children's Discovery Museum project, the students 
were also able to showcase their work in the Generation Z 
exhibit, giving all of the students a chance to officially 
showcase their art. 
"The art show was super exciting because this doesn't typically 
happen. There's not usually a student show other than a 
senior show. This gave people an opportunity if they were less 
involved in art classes but made something they were really 
proud of," said Baker. 
"It's about looking at art here, making art on campus and 
looking at art in the greater Bay Area and getting that 
exposure;• said Carrington. 
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• Paige Mueller 
T he key co mponen l to the SCU exper ience resides in the each unique student. Each of the 
personalities converge on campus c rea1i ng a combination like no 01her. T he smiles, laughte r 
a nd chatter on the way to class assures students that beyond the stress of midterms, we a ll come 
togethe r as Broncos. 
- - --=---,= ._ --·- . . 
OMOUNTAIN CONQUERER 
BARRY BISHOP'l9 
My family has a history of climbing. My dad and my grandfather is where l get it from. My grandfather started 
climbing and then got into pl1otography, which led him to be on that Everest expedition shooting for Nat Geo. 
They've both been to Everest. I think I will do it too, not only as a feat of accomplishment, but also to keep a 
tradition. 1 would need to condition for a couple years before attempting, but I hope to do it. 
r can't actually remember the first time T went climbing. I think I was ten. It was a rock climbing gym, but the first 
time I went climbing was when r was in 3rd grade in Moab. Utah. It was pretty scary the first time, but it was easy 
now that I look back on it. 
The hardest climb I've ever done was climbing in the Grand Tetons; I was fatigued because 1 didn't sleep well before. 
the climb. It was a day climb, with of 13,775 ft. elevation gain. 
That wasn't my tallest climb though. Mt. Rainjer was taller. It was 1.4,417 ft., and it was on a climb l participated 
in with the wounded warriors. Mt. Rainer was like a big hike, but it gets difficult and is precarious. The weather 
was nice that day. We actually climbed on Fourth of July. It was a two-day climb. The first day we hike to a base 
camp, and Lhe second day is going from the base camp to the summit and back down to Lhe bottom. We were with 
lhe wounded warriors on July four th and the sun was rising as we were reaching the top, so it was very remarkable 
seeing people with prosthetics climbing a.long side of us. 
The most memorable moment on that hike was the sun rising as we were reaching the Lop, so it was very 
remarkable seeing people with prosthetics climbing along side of us. 
LATIN IMPORT 
ALFREDO SEPULVEDA VAN HOORDE '19 
As an international student, il is hard to come to a different country with a new culture. fitting 
in becomes a challenge. The first few weeks of school were difficult for me. I was feeling 
homesick, and I was struggling with getting used to everything new in my life. Thankfully, I 
was not the only one going through this. Meeting other international students, as well as oth.::r 
Latino students, helped me get over my homesickness and made me feel more confident in 
this new environment. With their friendships, I have now left behind all of that. SCU wasn't a 
difficult choice for me. When I learned about its Catholic values, its location, its campus, and 
its academ ics, I knew SC U was the best fit. So much so that, in fact, T d idn't apply to any other 
schools. I remember when I visited the campus for the first time J was amazed at the level of 
happiness between all students. I instantly thought to myself: "This could be me". l've made 
many lifelong friendships and I can feel myself getting closer to becoming a great professional 
when l graduate. Unti l then, I'll make sure to enjoy ever)' moment of my life here at SCU. 
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THE MUSIC MAN 
REECE JACKSON 18 
Reece Jackson's band name, The Runaway Butlers, was decided after a post-prom show at a bar. An 
in toxicated guy asked if they were "the scrawny butlers" because they still were rocking tuxedos from 
prom. They decided to keep b utlers but nix scrawny in favor of runaway. 
The members have aJJ been friends since their early pre-teen days and performed at their school's 
Coffeehouse shows twice a year. 
"We started off playing music because we enjoyed it. 
We never really wa11ted to try to change what we do or 
anything based on our audience. We've just kept doing 
the same things we've always clone and it feels more 
like hanging out with friends than trying to make 
something for a certain audience. We like making 
music that we enjoy playing and we're proud of, and 
hopefully other people enjoy it as well," Jackson said. 
Jackson claimed they all had a separate musical 
instrument they were passionate about and were 
able to vibe with that. One of the first songs they 
learned was "What You Know" by Two Door Cinema 
Club. Since then they have continued to flourish and 
covered the Arctic Monkeys, as wel l as Arcade Fire, 
The Strokes, Vampire Weekend, Beirut, Neutral Milk 
Hotel, and some other new age popular songs. They 
continue their coffee house traditions by playing at 
local coffee spots. 
Senior year they decided Lo buckle down and write 
an original album before graduation. T hat alb um is 
called Midnight District. 
«The respo11se was pretty positive. We were contacted 
about opening some shows. A person from a music 
journal site found our album and offered to review 
and promote it which we thought was real ly cool. It 
was surreal seeing something we made out in a rea l 
place with other people talking about it:' Jackson said. 
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LADY IN THE SKY 
NICOLE FITE '18 
Nicole Fite has been inspired by her dad's early 
passions. Her dad has been Oying since he was 
in his 20s and who now frequently flies small 
Cessna planes. 
"l think I started fying with my dad about when 
I was in middle school," Fite said. "Normally I'm 
not really afraid of sleeprng, I fall asleep from the 
hum of the plane:' 
They typically fly over the ever-famous, beautfful 
Lake Tahoe and have been able to see Lhe city 
of San Fransisco from a whole new perspective, 
from uptop. 
"We always go to Tahoe, I really like 11ying over 
the lake, said Fite. "It is basically my second 
home as well. It is really beautiful especially in 
the winter, we get to fly above the mountains." 
The bonding she has experianced with her Dad 
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WADE ON THE WATER 
KELBY NARDONI 17 
Waking up at 5 in 1he morning is something no college student wants to 
do, le t alone every day of the week to go workout. But that is what a lot of 
athletes have to do_ Kelby Nardon i, a leader of the Santa Clara Women's 
crew team, is one of 1hese student athletes_ 
"Rowing Leaches perseverance and not a lot of other th ings that students 
are involved in teach that kind of discipline," said Nardoni. 
During her first year, NaTdoni underestimated the time commitment 
crew required and, at first, fou nd it difficult to balance her academics, 
social life and practice. A typical week for Nardon i includeD waking up 
for morning practice, sprinting to he r 9: I Sam class, then gett ing ready for evening practice, which does not leave time for much 
else. This packed schedule entailed very little sleep and Nardoni used whatever she could to make it through the day, includ ing 
food, tea, ,ll1d a 20 minute nap. 
"l sometimes do question being on the team, l just never regret it," Nardoni said. Despite the intense dedication to her craft, 
Nardoni is still able to maintain the life of a college student. "My core group of friends are my teammates because we spend 
every waking moment together;' said Nardoni. Her close bond w ith her teammates extends beyond the p ractice, spendi ng time 
with each other doing varying pastimes and a large amount of food-related activities. 
Aside fro m her hectic work schedu le, Nardon i loves how her ti me on crew has influenced her time at Santa Clara. "Coming on 
as a freshman, you don't think that you can lead a team but that was the position that my coach h,1d envisioned for me," said 
Nardon_i, who was selected as a team leader her first year on team. This posit ion, in addition 10 being in the Bronco Leadership 
program. helped her become a better leader and source of inspiration for her team. This translates to other aspects of her life. 
"J'm thankful to come to a school that actually cares because bigger schools would just tell their athletes that they're their to 
work hard and nothing else, but Santa Clara actu ally cares," said Nardoni. The attention given to each student really d rew 
Nardoni to San ta C lara and was the influent ial factor in her college decision. During her first Lour of campus, she noticed the 
substance wi thin all of the students as well. "These are great people and they're not people who are just taking up space, they 
are going 10 do something wilh their lives, I knew I wanted to be part of this community," said Nardoni. 
Nardoni's role as team leader, has helped inDuence her choice of major as well. Initially a Public Health major, she is now 
majoring in Psycho logy and hopes to get her masters in Industrial Organizational Psychology. For now, she will focus on her 
fulfilling her commitment to the team. 
"l want to set a good example for all the incoming girls, that working hard and being on the team is worth it," said Nardoni. 
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DISNEY PRINCESS 
CHRISTINE FRAHER 1 7 
Fall quarter I accomplished a dream I've had since before 1 could remember: working for Mickey Mouse. for one semester. I worked as a character 
performer in the Disney College Program al Walt Disney World. l lived righ t off of Disney property with hundreds of other college students, got 
to go into the parks whenever I wanted, and had a pool and beach volleyball court right outside my door. Oh, and the weather was always warm 
and sunny. 
However, each of these perks had its own twist. My apartment complex was dated and unsanitary (I loved it anyway), I did not get to pla)' in the 
parks as much as l would have liked because I was always working, and the bus system (I will curse you till the day I die, Transtar) was never on 
time and took 45-90 minutes for a 15-20 minute car ride. At the beginning of the program, before our Traditions and training for our new roles, 
playing volleyball until the lights went out then hanging out in the pool until it closed at l :00am became the usual way to end the night. I made the 
most of my closest friends at these times. 
I worked six to seven days a week, most days starting at 6:00, meaning I needed to be up at 4:30am for prep and travel, and some days even had 
double or triple shifts. J fell exhausted and done for the day after one or two sets or meet and greets. but some days went on for nine or twelve sets. 
However, almost all the pain of the costume would disappear when I was meeting guests. I did my best to give each guest the best interaction 
possible and made sure no one could ever tell I was tired, in pain, practically bli11d or nervous. Thad a family that made me cry, a guest that made 
me laugh, and thousands more that melted my heart. As fun as the energetic kids that I would run around set with were, my favorites were the 
shy ones that slowly walked up to me with thei r head down aDd mumbled their hellos. I loved kneeling and cuddling with little kids when 1 was 
especially Lired-1 pretty much worked as a professional Disney hugger. 
It was fun going on Tower of Terror on my lunch breaks, seeing my friends at work, and watching the fireworks on any given night. I did so much 
and yet there was sti ll so much I wanted to do. The end of the program left a bitter taste in my mouth because of how packed my work schedule 
was. But T try to remind myself that 1 went there for the job and that since I never again will be best of friends wi th J\llickey, Minnie, Donald, Pooh 
Bear, Piglet, Phineas & Ferb, Doc McStuffins, Sofia the First, SLitch, or Abu, that working every extra minute counted. The job was hard but the 
memories I made not only for myself. hut for the thousands of guests that came to visit these friends was worth it all. 
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Having come from a Seattle K-12 school with only 65 other classmates, 
for Maggie Dennis ' 16 coming to Santa Clara University meant taking 
every opportunity she could get. From join_ing Kappa Alpha Theta 
sorority and becom ing the chief financial officer her junior year. to 
running the occasional half-marathon, to studying abroad and taking an 
internship in Belgium, to finish ing a Global Social Benefit Fellowship 
with the Miller Center, Dennis made the most of her four years here. 
Despite growing up in the bllstling cit)' of Seattle, having spent her first 
l 2 years of schooling in such a small communit)' of people made her 
more than ready to see what the world had lo offer her: star ting with 
Santa Clara University. For Dennis, her first big leap was joining a stud)' 
abroad program in Brussels, Belgium. Being but a short plane ride away 
from d<>zens of countries, Dennis jumped at the opportunity to explore 
each chance she got. 
"] studied abroad in Brussels, wh ich is super central. So I got Lo travel a 
ton - that was a high light. I would be in a different country every weekend 
and be like, 'What is happening with my life right now?' It's crazy." 
After switching from pre-med to an Economics major and Public Health 
minor, Dennis found her pe1·fect fit with the MjJler Center Fellowship. 
Combining her financial analytic skills and public health framework, 
she and her partner worked in South fndla to conduct a social impacl 
assessment for a local enterprise that provided free cataract surgeries for 
the poor. 
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THE ADVENTURER 
MAGGIE DENNIS '16 
Spending eight weeks visiting the hospital and interviewing over 200 
patient5, she was able to get a feel for the people and how it all came 
together. It's all about connection for Dennis, as meeting with new people 
in India allowed her to interact with them on a deeper level. 
" It was really fun hanging out with the nursing students there that are 
close to our age. One time we were just hanging out in the hospital, silting 
on one of the beds with a bunch of the new class and showing them 
pictures on our phone of our families and where we live," 5aid Dennis. 
But the program provided much more than social benefits, as she was 
able to truly apply her learned skills and gain a peek into the world 
beyond college. 
"Being in the fellowship really helped me figure out what I want to do, 
wha1 I like, and what I'm good at. That had a huge impact on my decision 
to apply to grad school - and even that I wanted to go," said Dennis. She 
was able to find her passion for international development, as she plans 
to pursue it in grad school following graduation. 
Her take-away from the past four years? 
"Be open to opportunities and don't be afraid to do )'OUr own thing. 
You have so many opportunities here and there arc so many different 
possibilities:• As Maggie prepares for what the future holds, she can 
count on the gathered experiences and lessons from the last four years to 
seek out new adventures. 
HEAD IN THE CLOUDS 
FEET ON THE GROUND 
HELEN A AL FA.LOR A '1 o 
Down to earth seems to epitomize the spirit of Helena Alfajora '16. While 
she stays firmly grounded in her heritage and the world she interacts 
with, she seems to connect with her work on a plane reserved only for 
the truly creat ive- minded. Call it her sixth sense., as Helena pursues her 
art, dancing, and any other endeavor, she manages to see beyond the 
physical and towards where her work has been and needs to go. As she 
approaches art, Alfajora explained, "I kind of like to think that I talk to 
the piece, like, 'Okay, what do you need? What do you need from me? 
What tools can I use to help you become what you were meant to be?' 
It just makes me feel so alive. You feel so connected to your body, the 
paper, and your pencil.'' 
As a Studio Art and English dollble major. she serves as a double threat, 
demonstrating impressive skills in both the creative and academic 
realms, having won first p lace in an exhibition for art in her junior year 
and receiving an English Canterbur y Fellowship her senior year. The 
latter, of which, has allowed her to combine her two passions. 
"I had this idea of creating a story through art. It's all very grounded 
iii mythology, especially Hawaiian mythology, and the connection t hat 
people have to nature and to the Earth. It's all coming out and I don't 
really realize it until I start to learn, step back, and look at things. But it's 
all there. It's all together:• Alfajora said. 
• - ,1_.j_ ,r.,._....,. ___ ~ - .. _ .: - - -
Perhaps one could even call her a triple threat, as she has performed 
hula dancing locally, in Hawai'i, and even in Japan. Working with a 
Halau hula dancing team i11 San 1'vlateo (the main school being based in 
Kaneohe, Oahu in Hawai'i), Helena has been able to connect her love of 
the arts as well as the stories i11hercnt in such a rich cultural tradition. 
"J think at fi rst it's a lot of, 'Wow, what is my body doing7 ' But then as 
you get to that stage where you can perform the moves well, it becomes, 
'What is a good hula dancer?' It is someone who actllally understands 
what you're talking abollt when yoLL're dancing. Feeling that out and just 
feeling the history, the nature, the environment, and the story that goes 
into it, yoll understand that it's so much deeper than just a move. It's 
something you embody when you dance." 
Even with her many pursuits, Alfajora still makes sure to adhere to her 
roots, constantly seeking out the deeper connections. With her mother 
and half-sister coming from the Phillipines, she feels very in touch with 
that side of her as she serves as PCN director of Barkada, the Filipino 
club on campus. 
Helena has managed lo balance the del icate line of going after all that 
fascinates her, find ing worthwhile meaning in each, and excelling at all 
of them. As we all pursue our passions over the course of our individua.l 
college experiences, we can only hope to find the kind of deep connect ion 
and fervor for our studies. 
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• Paige Mueller 
Your firs t )'Car provides new experiences; whether it's livin g with a roommate, navigating new classes, or 
creat ing new fri endships, 1 hey he lp forge the code that "'ill define your t ime as a Bronco. Excitement and 
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"It's great to be able to 
know what to do and 
help freshmen find their 
way." Olivia Hayes '18 
Perks of Being 
a Sophomore 
I 
"It 's great returning back 
to your secon<l honw 
an<l getting to st'e your 
friends again:· 
Jonathan Pak '18 
"It's great to be a 
sophomore bccaust' it 
means you're o!J enough to 
know your way around but 
young enough lo still meet 
new people all the time:• 
Krista Clawson' 18 
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The Best of Times 
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Colleen Burke '18 
"I always believe in hard 
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Rules To 
Live By In 
College 
"Enjo)' your tinw 
here bul try .ind learn 
something along the 
way:' 
Cameron Peterson '17 
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"Take on new 
cxpl'riences. 
don't let failures 
get you down:• 
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Before I graduate .... 
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· , want to do before 
"One lhrng 
1 
·11ess Santa ··towt 1 I graduate ts . ,a in 
b "at Gonzag ,
17 Clara ~ I Tl1omas · II" Sara 1 basketba . 
"One thing I want to do before I graduate is get a 
summer internship in a marketing department, 
and also make ii to the NCAA tournament for 
basketball." Elizabeth Carlson ' I 7 
. ,•,; 
;. ; .~ "l want to become more involved 
· • . _.,, in clubs and other extracurricular 
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Kellie Peay 










































"I really enjoyed all my 
classes since they have 
started becoming more 
applied to my majors 
and what I'm interested 
in." Sarah Murphy '17 









"Being a junior is exciting 
because you get to be an 
upperclassman and you 
feel very independent af-
ter living away from home 
for three years." 
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• Claire McBride 
four years ago, the class or20 16 began 1his exci ting chapter. Lit tle d id 1hey know that lheir learning would 
go beyond the classroom and shape who they would become through friendships, hardsh ips and successes. 
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Edward Kelinsky 
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Biology & Biochemistry 
Claire Kozel 
Psycholog)' 
Jarc<l K racoff 
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Naemi Kuehn 
Biology & German Studies 
Na1han Lam 
Computer Science and Engineering 
Samuel l<ujovich 
Compulcr Science and Engineering 
Aus1in Lamben 
Marke.ting 
Tyler Brandon Kung 







What is the best thing you 
have done at SCU? 
"The bestthi!lg [.di_d a!SCUwas w9rk,for. 
Bi6nc6 Dcliver'y during its golden years. I got 
to knmv, th~ cainptis'a,\'d made a lot of friends; i 
while deli1:ering savoryjalapeno popp<"1:s." , 
· Tori Sanford ~16 ' 
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Public Health Science 
J\hby Lewis 






Accounting Information Sy~tcm\ 
Danielle ,\farchand 
Biology & P,ychology 
Maris~a Martine?. 
English & Theatre Aris 
Ryan Masch 
Communications 
Kevin Matheny Jr 
English 
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, i l u '.) o i ; Spanish Studies & Ethnic Studies 
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Public Mcallh Science 
Daniel McMinn 
Management Information Systems 
Dean-Austin Mayor 
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Biology 













Accounting information Systems 
Jaccy Nishiguchi 
Biology 
Judy Bao-An Ngo 
Tht:acr,· Arts & Lit,cro.11 Ans 
\Verner Nistler 
Mechanical Engineering 
Keely ff Donnell 
Environm~ntal Studies 
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Victoria O 'Donnell 
Marketing 
t\lcxatl{lcr Palomares 
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Communications & Studio An 
Emily Paton 
Puhlic Heallh Science 
Sarah Piombo 
Psychology &Public Health Science 
Pranav Pradhan 
Mechanical Engineering 


































Albert Joseph Santi llano 
Computer Science and Engineering 
Nicolas Sanchez 
Political Science & Economics 
Steven Sanz 
Computer Science and Engineering 
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Where do you 
see yourself after 
graduation? 
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Jo,cph C harles Singer 
Mechanical Engineering 
Tyler Sclcwicz 
Computer Science and Engineering 
i\,1ha Singh 
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Ma1hcmati<.,,~ & Economics 
Kira Tang 












Economics & German Studies 
Holden Tikkanen 
Finance 
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Morgan Todd 
Political Science 
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\.Vcb Design and Engineering 












Rae hael Vasquez 





Jclisa Vasqucz-O' Ham 
Communic:.1lions 
Rosemary Vergara 
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i\fanagcmcnt lnfmmation System\ 
Steward Yang 
Civil Engineering 
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Engineering Physics & Mathematics 












Marisa von Ruden 
Biology 
NOT PICTURED 
C"'mor Haod c~,u,crinc l..a.ssall<,- William MiHcnthal L.Juren Pipcs Deanna Smith Wade Wilsou 
Kristofor Hm,s1nan11 Klein Kiasash Moazzami David Pluhar Joshua Smith Maotin Wiuklcr 
Alexandra H"wayck Connor Laurel Cwcn Monichon Ryan Polito Katelyn Smlth Kalhryu Witschi 
Faisal Hayal Rachel Law Gretchen Monkc Snphia P<>nc·hak Jonathan Sofer Ju><in Wong 
Margarol i\ckcr,on Kcviu Cai Amanp=I IJh<K>r Wesley Haymond Nicholas Lawrie Kristin Montgomery Aaron Poor K<>dic Spcam,an Ken Woods 
Abandra Af,..al Kyle Calabria Mauhcw Dial Ethan l!azel Bri,m U Jean Moore Eleanor Porgcs Peter Sprugel Bri11any W,x,,hmrd 
M«andcr Aguirre Anna Calkins Ileana Diaz Abigail lfazclitt Cy111hiall T rcvor Moore Meli.ssa Ponillo Salhya Srikanth Andrew Wright 
Sydmoy Akers Julian Callin Alheno Dia, . Ethan I-lead Eric Le N'Dea Moore· William Ponnof Jacob Steffens Be11j:,min Wright 
MujdaAlamzai Joseph Calvo 1'(}s1Udo fared Heg;,rdt Trn,n Le l\,\inak Connor Powell Jacob Steine, Jd'fr!}' Wu 
Robert Aldrich Ale,;indni Scou Dickey Ale,ander Andrea LeGare Kaoic M"~"" Robert Powell Andrew S!eit, Liuyang Wu 
El,hdio Aliaga Campbell Mnry Didde Hcmlric·kson Sondra Leal Da Hannah Moreno Na,·in Prn.s"J Alexander S1iu Philip Wu 
Christopher Allen Keegan Campl>cll L.wra Diepenbrock Peter Hendron Costa Juan Moreno Kawai Pree! Joseph Stolz Riley Wulf 
DO\is Allen Jo.,hua Candelaria Jack Dinkelspjcl Colleen Henn David Leavy Nina Morrison Renee Presdla Vivian St,mcking BradfonJ Wyan\ 
Malcolm Allen Christopher Cannon Ashley Do Ai,linn l!ernandez Chan L"e Nicholas Mortl Harrison Price Riley Slnu1 Katherine Yuni,h 
M;chocl /lllcn Issiah Camrell Ma11hew Doherty Cc= Hernandez Erika L<:c Danje] Mouice fawh Prince Mikael Stnvarsky Alden Yanos 
/llison /llrncda Francesca Ya,he.sh Doshi Raul Hernandez Hans uh Lee Mike Muchemu Ridgely Provencal Winston Stromme Bradley Ydcns 
Chrim,pher Cappellini ,\ndrew Drape Naomi Hill Joanlre Rjchard Mule Marshall T;mo1hy Sturm Jordyn Yee 
Alvar;:nln Max Carini C'amille DuBois 1\Jrian Hinojosa Jonathan Lre Charles Mul lny Quackenbush Gabriella Sugrancs Sydney Yee 
Zoe Amari, Meghan Carlson Laura Duenas Ren 1-lirokawa Clay LecJy Rol>cn Mu11guvan Devon Qua1crnik Elle Surt>er Connie Yen 
Briltany Ambrose Allison c,,rmoJy Ryan Dunlea,·y /litlcn Ho Natalie Lei Mariela Murillo C<>dy Quttn Ryan Suulc Presrnn Y cung 
Luis Amezcua Vancs,a Carr Marli Dunn Diane Hoang Alicia L<:m Devin Murphy Roshan Rama Stephen Su11lc Henry Yim 
Megan Anders Ryan Cavauagh Natalie Duong Alexander Huff Mauhew Lester Kath leen Murruy Srism1hj Rarncsh William Swansan Musckola Yo!uye 
Julia Anderwn Rol>cnCaya John Dwrer Manhcw Ho lbrook Brandon Alexander Kamran Mulhleb Philip Rmnircz DJ\•i<l Swcn,on Jonah Yosh;mura 
S,muel /lndcrson Rosalina Cesena Lauren EdwanJ, Samuel Holeman '"' Tremon Nagasawa Nomen-,.,nahnry Tuyet-Anh Ta 
Jennifer Young 
Jmu,lhan Ang llo loon Cha OmcaJ Ellekbari Rico Rey Francis Blair Libby Amecra Naguib Rasetarinern Emily Taldntolo Raya You'1g 
Bergren Antell Alida Chan Hugh Eisenman !-lol~J11Za Taylo,- Lidsky Hcsham Naja lacy Rasnick An,anJa Tam Andrew Yu 
Sige Aoki Andrew Chang Arman Elahi Anabel Hnmnac·k Qimi Lin Vanessa Negrete Katherine Ratcliff Joshua Tan Vicki Yu 
Bradley Ar<1ki Calvin Chang Leah Emery Ben Hopner Syd11ey Lindeman S1evcn Nester Raul Ray Jr. John Ta,·clli Walter Yu 
Christopher Joyce Chang Andrew Erwin Mark Horiuchi Connie Liou Joseph Neumeyer Colleen Real Juli" Tawn"}' Ryan Yuen 
Arbaltas Wins\On Chung Thomas Evans Meghan Horuwit, Stephen Lopez Shelby Newell Nmalie Red ig ,\lex; Taylor Ku1herine Zaremlx! 
Froocisco Arec Kirb}' Charles Spencer Fair-grieve Nja Howard Troy Lopez Park~, Newton John Reilly Fernando Teran Paras Zaveri 
Broelyn Argemc Jason Chen 17,omas Fairman l.awrcnc-e Howser Joseph Losacco Vy Jessica Ngo Charles Reins Dominique Terry Michiko Zcrda 
Ahandra A mold Yan jun Chen Drew Fajardo Pattiek l!uye Ryan Lowe Christen Nguyen Ann Reuschler Jon Henry Michael Zhao 
Jona,han Ar,rno Derran Cheng /lddison Fattnr Olivia I lsieh TilTany Lu I long Nguyen Xavier Rentz Therriault Mary Zieber 
D)·lan ,\tt!ran Grace O,esmore Madelcir1c Fawccu Sophia Huang Evan Luckey Lillian Nguyen Brian Rice Man;hall ·111eyel Philip Zieser 
SoplliaAvila Brian Cheung Gregmy Fay Victoria Huang Cyn1hia Lum Linh Nguyen Nicholas Rinaldi DcjaThnmas 
D=<IAievedo Brimmy Cheung Andrew Fecher Jon:uhan Huber Kriste11 Lum Mai L<Jan Nguyen Alex Ripley lv!icah Thomas 
J,ni,a Bagley Ryan Chien Zachary Fielder Jordan Humble Ruby Luna Phillip Nguyeu Carlos Ri,·em William Thomas 
Karl)~• Baile)' Ale~sia Chitwood Joseph Fi1zp:11rick Chelsea Humphrey Anthony Lunarrli PhuongNgu)'en Jennie Robin,son Bradford Thnmp,on 
Skeeril Bains Christina Chow Nick Flaig Scot! Huston Dylan Lynch Robert Nguyen Manin Robles L.,ora Thnmpson 
Collin Baler Rafal Chowaniec Ross Fleddcrjohn Vie1 Huynh Sophia Lyon Sydney Nguyen Chrisline Rohacz Jo.shua Thorson 
Yon Barbier Erin Christie Saul Fleming Patrick ldleman L<>k Yi Ma Timothy Nguyen Michael Roleui Ivan Tieu 
Brion Barnes Kasey Chun JonaEhan fortescuc Jeffrey Ikeda Cunis Mackenzie Tracy Ngta)-en Christian Rosa Adrienne Tina 
Jeffrey Barr.llie Marco Ciccone Erika Franck, Chrislopher Iliff Aarnn Ma<lden Thao Nguyen•Pham Alexander Rosseni Kameron Tins le;· 
P,1rick Barone Kelley Cislo Michael Franco Ah mer lsrar Ma,well Madia Melanie Nkh<>ls Christopher Rotas Ryan Too.I 
Kendall Bartle!! Cind)' Clarina 1\nalis::, Fuentes Ashwin Iyer fohn Maffeo !saac Niebla, James Rude Andi Tosianuski 
J""''" Bas<ell Cameron Claywn Scou Fukuoka Peter Jenning,; Victor Magaru, Jillian Nielsen Julia Ruggieri Hilda Traboulsi 
Pankoja Nishita Ian Cleary Joyce Fung Michelle Jewell Pirapol Mahaguna Samanlha Nitz Nicholas Russ AnJy Tran 
Banu la Lauren Cloward Chris1ophcr Gaines Nicole Jewett Christopher Maier Patrick Nommensen Sam Ryugo Laura Tschudy 
&!ward Baugier Leyla Collaao Angelo Jose Bevan Jian AmsonM"io Sawyer Novak Ronald Saavedra Da,•id Blake 
Joho Bayless Blythe Collier Gandiuneo Christophe Job Antonio Keely O'Connor Ami Saho~1 Tsuzaki 
Y,~ne Bea Mauhew Condino Lei Gao Alan Johnson Maldonado-Liu Samantha O'Connor Joseph Sahyoun Ramon Tue1son 
Rad,cl Beaman Mitchell Conkin Jeffrey Garnvaglia Jaydc Johnson Sarah Marble Dyl"" o· Reilly Ramez Sakkab Kaj1lyn Tucker 
Dylan Beckwi1h Piper Connelly Dean G"rcia Jeffrey Junes Juli;, Marcondcs Rynn Oda Gabriel Salazar Nathaniel Tucker 
Molly Bencomo Nicholas Conroy Lauren G.1rcia Albe,t Jun Jay Mark JuliOdomo Jusc Sandoval Maura Tureuue 
Jon:nlmn Berg Patricia Contreras Marvin Garcia Andrew Jupin a Omar Manin VicwrOjeda S1efono Sangiacomo Michael Turgeon 
Bryan Berggren Chelby Cooke Jennifer Garcia. Sarina Jwo Thon,as Manin Jessica 011,ausm Jose Santillan Colin Tumer 
Garren Borghoff Anastassja CooJ>er l..of)C,. Celes!e Kaashoek Melanie Mas.,ie Bfierly Olivo Tiffany Sarchet Awry Turzanski 
Conrad Bernal Rynn CooJ>er ,\rnrn Garihya11 Luke Kaneb Christina Matera SamOliyai Brynn Sargent Kyle Upadhyaya 
Samuel Bcnram Kelly Corbalis Catal ina (iar,a Maxine Michael Matern James Dlwell Sarah Sbicca Daniel Usedom 
Augu,t Beyer lanConJery Nicholas Gelbach Kannemeyer Kevin Matheny Daniel Ong Rot>en Scalm ·n,omas Valentine 
DaLtiel Beyers Kyle Cartopassi Alli.son Gelle Bcnjornin Ka11. Nikhil Manu Chid.,zic Onuegbe Chase Schaaf llumerYamum 
Zarin, Bhatia Bonnie Cosw Bashecr Ghousc Erick Kawala Jessica May MaxOmstil Colin Schaefer Joseph Vas4ue,, 
fagjo!h Bhullar Patrick Cmnc Travis Giffen Samuel Kelly Alexander Mayo,-kis focob Ososke Adam Schellenberg Gabriela Va,qucz 
fad:son Bidwell Gianna Cre,10 Benjamin Giglione Eden Kennedy Travis Mc/111le)' Titomas Osmmder Andrcw Schmidt Cesar Verdin 
Marpm B;n Bryan Crook Anthony Gill Christian Kenney Claire McBride Madeline Owen Scot! Schneider Alexandre Vinder 
Me<har Jacqueline Brian Gill Dc,·ereaux Kesler Jack McCabe Taesu Pak Kelly Schriner Savannah Vkkery 
Ri·an Boals Cummings Ryan Gokey Nicholas Keyes Graham McClone Uma Palaniappan Mary Schueppert Jo.seph Villanueva 
Sandhya llodapati Kf'·in Curley Alex•nderGolding Farzien Khoshnia1 · Aidan McGarriglc Nicholas Palanao Kyle Schu,nann William Vogler 
Ga ,oa Marie Michael D' Arrigo David Golrermann Rad Mat!hew McKay Reid Palmquist Tyler Scotl Kathleen Vogl 
Bonilla Amanda Dahl Audrey Gomes William Kidd• Conor McMahon Frederick P,rn Tyler Se ller, Panha Vora 
,'u,drew Boulware Miguel Daly Ciara Gonzales Gon,ole, Isaac McQuilleu Joseph Papangcllin Richie Scnegnr ]l.fauhew Yoss 
leffrey Bowlby Francis Damrell Cameron Granda Alexandra Kirby Cooper Mcdonnell Megan Paras Meghan Shain Daniel Walker 
Al,ina Boyle Helen Dang Joshua Gray Ca«:y Kiyohara Gr~ce Mckinney John Parl: Jessica Shaw Ryan Walker 
Kelm,Boyle Neil Dalllr Leslie Gray Ryan Klaus Nicholas Medeiros Douglas Parker Jared Sheehy Josie Warren 
Taylor Jira ff Justine De Claro EmilyGr~y•Gribble Pa,..,] Klier Carle,, Medina Jaeob Parker Haley Sherwood- Thomas Walson 
Lo:gan Brc'Cn Lauren De Jim Greco Madeline Knutson Jesus Mejia Quinlen P'artcr Coombs Kym Wayne 
Gin\'aoni llriggs Normandic LyubnntirGrigomv Kimberly Curran Mendez Sean ParTOll Kelly Shi Julju Webs!er 
~tichatl Brikov Katherine Delong Sent! Grodin Koeneman Oscar Mendez Riley f'o.r,;nns Charlene Shiao Andrew Wei 
Carlos ~liguel Chri.slian Deamer Francine TrishanE Kohli Gabriel Mendoza Andrew Pascale Vi11ccnt Shield, Kayla Wells 
Briones Drew Dd Toro Groenhuijsen Hayden Joshua Mercnstein A,hle)' P"scole Jared Shi,nada Nicholas Wenccl 
Lyndsey Brown Greg<>riO Del Dylan Hack KolOO,iejski Nathan Metzger Jimmy Po.tel Kevin Shon Alexander Wcsclnh 
Martha Brown Vecchio Katherine Haenel Youngbae Kong Sophie Meyer Chris!ian Pa1mom Ryan Sidley Michael Wc"n, 
George Bryan Kristjna Delgado Peter !-laenel Christiane Kmero Kimberly Meyers Christina Pedersen Galileo Silva Leah Wctterli11g 
~id>Olas Bucwla Joseph Delisumy Brendan Haggcny Kaitlyn Kuehn Stllei Anne Mihara Adam Peret Joseph Singer Eric White 
)1i1chel Bugaj Carlos Demnrly Arnin-e,.a Tyler Kung Luis Millun Sherryl-Anne Perez Ki ran Singh Zackary While 
Khoioguycn Bui Zoe Demertzis Hakimjavadi AlecKwo Andrew Miller Braydei, Petersen Prianka Singh Anna Whitehouse 
Nin, Bui George Dendrinos Daniel Hanower Kelly La Mauhew Miller Mark Pelru,ich Nicolas Sirias Peter Wilke 
l1aire Burdene Christopher Denson John Hansen Emerald Lai Therese Miller Andy Pham Paloma Sisneros• Blake Willey 
M,nhew Burke Ju.,t;n Depalatis Roben lhrechmak Ctt,m Yiu Mark Milloy My Pham Lobato Jacqueline Williams 
Rachel Bursley Nathan Depew Jennifer Harriman Ale,andcr Lam Christopher Millsap ·mai Pham Olivia Sivens Michael Williams 
PmrBun Valmik Dcs.ai Breu Harrison Zachary Lamb l..aurn Miola Krit Phosamrillert Ale'3ndru Perry Willi;,ms 
Allisoo Byrne Joseph Dcsmu"d James Harrison foco\; Lans lshaan Mi>ra John Pierik Smallwood Bryan Willi, 
Gabriel Cabrera Grace Devlin Gabrielle Haselde" Christopher Larson Connor Mitchell Kyle Pje1rzyk Ian Smeenk Connor IVilsun 
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• Paige Mueller 
Family members :ind loved ones celebrate their seniors and their accomplishments. Take a look 
and enjoy some photos, past and p resent, from the class of 2016 
Annemarie Heavenly Mendonsa "The future doesn't lie ahead of you waiting 
to happen ... lt lies inside of you, waiting to be discovered." Love always, Mom and Dad 
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You have brought joy, friendship, and laughter into our lives. 
Dad would be proud of your accomplishments! 
J 
Congratulations, Smiles Always, Love, Mom and Dad 
224 [PERSONALITIES] 
Congratulations! We al'e so proud of you and lhe young 
woman you have become. What fun it is to watch you shine!! 




We are so proud of the 
hard work you have put 
in these last four years. 
We know that you will 
bring your abundant 
energy and joyful spirit 
wherever you go. 
We Love You So Much, 
Mom, Dad, Lele, Lissie, 
Helena, and Osito 
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Congratulations Sarah on your 
graduation in Mathematics and 
Engineering Physics! 
We are so proud of you! 
'The future belongs to those 
who believe in the beauty of 
h . d II t e1r reams. -Eleanor Roosevelt 
Love You!! 
Mom, Dad, Michelle 
and Cocoa too! 
CONGRATULATIONS 
class o 2016 




• Ke tan Rojput 
Everyone relives their memories as the three quarters come to a close. Spring fever is in the air 
as s tudents get ready for the summer, but as students look forward, they cannot forget the way 





ASHLEY'NGUYEN // EDITOR IN CHIEF 
.Nine has all-\•ays hctn one oi my l~voritc number~. Yott can be on cloud nine, dressed l.o the 11ini:s, 
adding the numbers on Peyton /\fa11ning's jersey would give you nine ... the. number has ahvays . 
seemed lucky to me. 11.was only appropriate 1hat ·t would co11dude my yearbook experience· after· 
nine year~ llf being on a staff, and as Editor•in-Chief: 
. . 
I'm grateful for the.Chipoile and Bcnihana's. I'm grateful for having the opportunity to kayak in 
Monterey.Bay and jump 75 feel out of a tree into open air with nothing but a mpe to catch nie. 
I'm grateful for our oifice, which I spent foo much time i11. I am extreme!}' grateful 10 have 
attended the 50th Annual Goldt·n Circle Theater Party where Tony Bennett performed and 
we danced the night awa)~ Bui above all of 1lw food anJ th<.' retreats, I am most gr:iteiul 
for all Lh.:.- people I have mel anJ the friendships I have made bccau.-e of111e Redwood. 
Whethn I interviewed them I'rc~hman year or I hey ca111c along witt-i ·mc on this crazr 
ride, I kuow I have made lifcl(.>ng friends to whom I owe a lot. · 
To my editors and staff, thank you for all of your w11rk making this vis inn rnme 
_to life. Withoul your innovalive Jcsign, stunning photography and capt ivaring 
copy, we would not have as incredible of a hook as the om: you hold on your 
hands, print or digital. Tlrnnk you for making nw l,1u.gh and ror surporting inc 
,none of my most challenging and fulfilling endeavors. lam humbled by tl1e 
talent each oi you poss~ss anJ wish nothing hut lhe best for 1hr: remainder of your 
Lime al SCU and pnward. Remember me ever)' I ime you look at the decal on the 
wall.., because ii wa, really hard to pul up anu I'm proud ot'it! 
To all of the- CSO leaders, congratulatiom on all of ym1r accomplishmenl$. ram 
honored t<J have worked with each or you. I know l ~peak for a 1ol of us when I say lh_at 
al Limes our roles demanded more than we thought we could handle, hut our experiences 
were 100% worth it. 
l.as1ly, to whoever is reading this, I.hope Lhnt a& you flip through.these page~ 1her bring memo• 
ries frc>m a pl.ace we ,111 called·homc. Cherish them. 
As I say goodbye 10 my four years, I look back with nothing but reverence. l will deeply-miss ou1 
campus and proximity to everything we love, and especially 111y fric'.nds. Bui most of all. I will'miss 
The Redwood. Thank you for an incredible fou1' years and Go.Broncos. 
[NECTARINE] 
VIVIAN STONEKING / / MANAGING EDITOR 
There are so many best parts c)f being on staff this year! 
After retreat, it was untangling my hair and 
rewatcl!ing my iFly video. On staff deadline days, 
it\ gelling a workout by carrying huge boxes back 
from Pizza My 1-learl. During editors' meetings, 
it's napping on the Redwood couch between 
,prea<ls, which has happened every single dead• 
lint>. I have reallr enjoyed getting lO know my 
fellow editors and navigating a new staff wi1 h its 
unique challenges. Being on the ~tnff in this position 
has flll~hed me lo groll' as a leader, and free dinner at 
CSO training has also been an extra plus! 
[LYCHEE] 
[MEET THE STAFF] 
a n d th e i r s p i r it fr u its 
232 [CLOSI NG] 
AVA JENSEl'I // PERSONALITIES EDITOR 
1 loncstly, I'm just here for the free desserts and the 
pmnlc picture taken al the end of the year. 
[AVOCADO) 
SAUL VARGAS// DIGITAL PUBLISHING EDITOR 
The connections you make in a creative team like the Redwood can 
help you out later in unexpected ways. 
[MANGO] 
CIARAN FREEMAN / / DESIGN EDITOR 
Moving into ,lll editor position has been a really gratifying 
experience for me. I have really loved collaborating wilh 
all of the creative people that we haw on staff this year. 
[ORANGE] 
DESIGNER: CIARAN FREEMAN 
CLAIRE MCBRIDE// PHOTO EDITOR 
My favorite thing about being on yearbook st.iifthis 
year was having the opportunity LO connect with so 
many difforcnt campus organizations and leaders. 
[MANGO] 
ANEKA KHILNANI // COPY EDITOR 
The best part ofbdngon staff is the friendliness. It's been a 
pleasure gcu i ng to know everyone. Working together to create 
an amazing book i5 only possible with I.he endlcs, hour~ of work 
and dedication frorn .:ach an<l every person on staff. 
[MANGO) 
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EMMA CHEN / / DESIGNER 
The little moments speant amongst the staff were my favorite. You learn things about 
eachother and what you're doing that l would have never otherwise. Things like how to 
strategically crop out people from photos, to what someone's chipotle order is, and that 
apparently l am great at stacking ping pong balls and cops. 
[PEACH) 
ROBERT SCHULTE // DESIGNER 
The best part about being on staff is being able 
to learn about Santa Clara while creating an 
awesome book with great people. r've also come 
to appreciate the work everyone does as well as 
Adobe Creative Cloud. The food and learning 
other staffers' spirit fruit is just a bonus. 
(POMEGRANATE] 
• • • • • • •• • ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
[CLOSING] 
• • 
ANGELINA POOLE// COPYWRITER 
I really liked interviewing students who 
were involved in different sports and 
clubs. They all offered great quotes and 
articulate responses. l enjoyed learning 
and having meaningful conversations. A 
lot of my interviews lasted well over 20 
minutes just because of how easy it was to 
talk with them. 
[BANANA] 
skydiving and team building activities at staff retreat were super 
fun. The best part being on staff was getting an all-access pass for 




~ ........ . 
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ALI ROMLEY// DESIGNER 
fhe best part of being on staff ha5 been I he free 
pizza at JeaJline, ... auJ gcning lO Jo what I 
love with some prelly awesome people. 
[MANGO] 
Round two 011 the Redwood has been one for the books. I've loved 
having the opportunity lo help manage the orgamzation from a 
business perspective while getting to kno1, the rest of the staff I'll 
miss everything from the budget meeting5 tn the all you can eat 
Pizza /Vl"y Heart buffets al the end of each quarter. Couldn't have 
asked for a better t'wo years on staff! 
[GUAVA] 
• • 
• • • • • • • • • 
. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
NEIL BRORSEN // PHOTOGRAPHER 
M) favorite thing about being on staff is that it 
pushes me to meet and bond with 
inJivi<luals from other social groups Lhat I 
would not usually have the opportunity 10 
meet. It helps to broaden my perspective of the 
..:omrnunity that I call home. 
[APPLE) 
best part of being on staff 1s the ovcrwhelmmg 
team ~pirit. Everyone is .:ollaborativc an<l willing. 
lO help each other. and the regular meetings are as 
relaxing as chatting with friend~. 
[MANGO] 
• ................ 
DESIGNER: CIARAN FREEMAN 
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The 2016 Santa Clara Redwood yearbok, 
vollm\e I 12, was produced by the yearbook 
staff at Sa11ta Clara University in Santa 
Clara, California and was printed by 
Walsworth Yearbook Publishing Company 
in Marceline, Missouri. 
The account was serviced locally by Kelly 
Parsons and Nicole Gravlin, Walsworth 
Yearbook Sales Representatives and at 
the publishing plant by Kathy McCollun1, 
Walsworth Customer Service Rep. 
The cover was designed by Ciar.an Freeman, 
and Ashley Nguyen and is printed Off a 
premium silver luminaire linen, with clear, 
white and steel silkscreen and debossing 
appl ications. The cover is on 160pt. binders 
board. The endsheets are on Walsworth 
standard wh ite matte endleaJ st,ock. 
The book's 240 pages are printed on 100 
pound, matte, FSC - cei·tified paper stock. 
The I 12th volume includes 240 pages i.n full 
color. The fonts used in the book were as 
follows: Century Gothic, Minion Pro, and 
Fira Sans. 
Layouts were submitted to t he plant as pdf 
files uploaded on line via company plugins. 
The Redwood was produced using Adobe 
lnDesign CS6, om iMac and Mac Pro 
computers. 
All photographs were post processed with 
Adobe Photoshop CS6 and Adobe Camera 
Raw 7. 
Senior Portraits were taken by: 
Ultimate Exposures 
7011 Hayvenhust Ave# C 
Van Nuys, CA 91406 
The Redwood was published for all 
undergraduate students at Santa Clara 
University for $120. Our coverage ranges 
from September 2014 to March 2015. 
Special thanks to our advisor, Gordon 
Young, and to Kelly Parsons and Nicole 
Gravlin for managing ow· senior 
congratulatory ads, mailers. and book sales. 
lf you would like more information about 
our publication, please contact us at: 
The Redwood Yearbook 
Santa Clara University 
500 ,£1 Camino Real 
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